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Tlm FIGMHNT oF FUNDARENTALISM

how many people in Britain are
IT prepared
IS DEEPLY
DISTRESSING
to qualify
their professed
abhorrence of terrorism. "Of course,
terrorism carmot be justified but it only
underlines the shortcomings of
Americanforeignpolicy."Or"terrorism
is a dreadful thing but none of this
would have happened were it not for
Israel's unforgivable treatment of the
poor Palestinians and America's bias
towards Israel". Or, "terrorism is the
admittedly unacceptable form that the
cry of the poor, the dispossessed and the
exploited has to take in order to be
heard". Such views are hard to
understand except in terms of a deeprooted jealousy of America that is one
of the less admirable features of the
British psyche. It is a feature often
adopted by British Jewry.
MANNA finds it very difficult to
understand why anyone would oppose
the American stand against Saddam
Hussein. It is highly significant that the
bombing of the American embassies in
East Africa took place at precisely the
time that a settlement of the IsraelPalestine conflict looked most likely.
Neither Osama Bin Laden nor, one
gathers, many of his henchmen come
from oppressed or impoverished
backgrounds but are from wealthy and
privileged Saudi families. With
remarkable consistency, terrorists from
all round the world claim to act on
behalf of the poor and the oppressed
rather than coming from their ranks.
Much good Bin Laden has proven to be
to the starving of Afghanistan.
What people will justify or do in
psychotic hatred, dressed up as a cause,
is horrifying. What increases the horror,
if that is possible, is the connection with
religion. Whilst it would be absolutely
wrong to suggest that all religious
fundamentalists are terrorists, or that
religious fundamentalism must
inevitably lead to terrorism, the rise of
religious fundamentalism in the 20th
century has not been fully
acknowledged for the dangerous
phenomenon that it is.
The term fundamentalism made its
appearance in the second decade of the
20th century, ironically in the United
States and within Christianity. It led to
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Christian fundamentalism which, in its
most sinister fom, fuelled impulses
within churches in the mid-West of the
United States that led to violence and
murder over issues like abortion. It was
later in the century, in the 1960s, to
spread and to affect Judaism and
reached its tragic apotheosis in the
mosquemassacrepexpetratedbyBaruch
Goldstein and in the murder of Prime
MinisterYitzhck Rabin. We do not have
to spell out the actions to which Islamic
fundamentalism has led all too many
individuals and groups. Such is
globalisation that we have even seen
Hindu and Silch fundamentalism - the
Golden Temple of Amritsar -with its
own separatist political agenda and its
own brand of self-righteous terror. We
do not want to suggest that
fundamentalism is, by its very nature,
violent and evil. We do suggest that it
is, almost inevitably, dangerous.
Fundamentalism is not, despite
frequent assertions to the contrary,
about a literal reading of Holy
Scriptures. Rather is it a reaction against
the present. It is a retreat into the past back to the `plain truth of the New
Testament and the time of Jesus' , back
to the world of eighteenth century
eastern Europe, back to the world of
ninth century Islam. But it is not simply
a failure to deal with the present and
the misguided re-creation of a past that
never quite was. It is also a declaration
ofthepossessionofTruthandthedesire
to impose that Truth on others, come
what may.
What makes fundamentalism so
dangerous is that it claims to know the
Whole Truth and attempts to seize
power in order to impose that Truth. It
seeks change through an inauthentic
illusion of changelessness and is
determinedtoimposethatchangebythe
exercise of naked power.
What lies at the very heart and soul
of liberal religion, life-enhancing
religion, living religion is the
recognition that you can never know
`the Truth' and you can never impose

even fragments of truth or right or good
upon people either by violence or by the
exercise of political power. RIght and
tnrfu and good can only be realised if
they well up from the hearts and minds

of free individuals who `choose life,
choose truth, choose good that they and
their children may live' .
The overtly political agenda of

fundamentalism - Sikh separatism,
Jewish religious parties manipulating
coalitions for their own ends, Islamic
takeover of the state - is, invariably,
calamitous. Christianity, embodying the
Graeco-Roman imperial model, found
this time and time again. Yet Judaism
has a far nobler and more appropriate
model. The Hebrew prophets called on
people to act and called on governments
to act. The prophets challenged power,
even at times of great national
emergency, saying again and again: Can
this ever be justified? Can this be right?
Can abuse of power be right? Can
poverty and homelessness be right?
They challenged again and again -

goverrments and ordinary people -but
theydidnotseektowieldsecularpower,
they did not try to create theocracies.
They knew that the role of religion is to
challenge power and to challenge
individuals. It is not to seek to impose
any system because religion cannot
legitimately be imposed.
Amongst the many disturbing
features of fundamentalism is its
attraction to many who have no
intention whatsoever of observing its
practices or living by its tenets. So often,
fundamentalism is seen as `old style
religion' and therefore as more
authentic, real and spiritually rich. It is
what those in the centre of the Jewish
world look wistfully over their right
shoulders at and it never seems to lack
for willing donors. Yet the attraction is
to an illusory past, a spurious
authenticity, a failure to grapple with the
present, a claim to possess the whole
Tmth.
It is high tine that living religions
joined
forces
to
unmask
fundamentalism for what it is. It is now
more than ever essential that Judaism
return to its prophetic model and
challenge power and the abuse of power
at every turn, saying `this cannot be
right', `this can never be justified'.
`This' being poverty and homelessness.
`This' being terrorism with its claim to
possess the Truth and its utter lack of
respect for human life. I

WE ARE NO LONGER
OUTSIDERS
Dow Marmur
The World Union for Progressive
Judaism was founded in London
seventy five years ago in 1926. Today
the World Union embraces 1.5million
Jews and more than 1200 synagogu.es
all over the world.

The headquarters of the World
Union moved some considerable time
ago to Jerusalen'i. But it was

appropriate that a celebratory
weekend was held last July in London,
not just because the organiscdion was
founded in London but because the
curent President Of the World Union,
Ruth Cohen, is a Londoner, a graduate
Of Hackney, Hcrmpstead Garden
Suburb and RSGB, and the Executive
Director, Rabbi Dow Marm:ur, is a
former rabbi Of the North Western
Reform Synagogue, Ijondon.
Rabbi Murmur was invited to
preach at the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue on Shabbat Balak, 7th July
2001. His sermon addresses the
changes that have taken place in
Progressive Judaism over the last
seventy f irve years.

the World Union for Progressive
I HAVE
BEEN
INVOLVED
Judaism
for more
than halfVITH
of its
history. In the process I myself have
undergone many transformations. I
started, in the late 1950s, as a
representative of Sweden. Then I
became a member of the governing

body on behalf of the Reform
Synagogues of Great Britain.
Afterwards, I returned to that body as a
Canadian. Now I am its Executive
Directoroutoflsrael.When1tellpeople
that I am the most foreign person I
know, I mean it.
But all this does not make me a

When I came into the World Union,
words from the Book of Micali were the
most quoted texts in our circles. They
were expressing at least three
fundamental ideas and ideals of
Progressive Judaism.
First, they affirmed the absolute
goodness and justice of God. Even
Balaam, the enigmatic heathen prophet
in the Torah insisted "that ye may
know the righteous acts of the Lord".
I use the translation of the Hertz
ffz4m¢sfe, because that was the one most
in use when I came to this country. It

veteran, for there are many others who
have a much longer and more
distinguished record with the World
Union. It does give me some perspective
on the changes that I have witnessed in
the World Union and, more
significantly, in Progressive Judaism as

played havoc with my spoken English
but that is another story.
Those of us who may not have been
certain that they knew "the righteous
acts of the Lord" were told, in one way
or another, that we missed the point: "0
My people, what have I done unto
thee? And wherein have I wearied
thee? Testify against Me. For I

a whole.

broughttheeoutofthelandofEgypt,
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and redeemed thee out of the house
of bondage, and I sent before thee
Moses, Aaron and Miriam." Together
with many others, I understood this to
mean that it was for us to acknowledge
God and worship God unconditionally.
Secondly, the worship was expected
to be as free from ritual as possible,
because ritual was said to trivialise

prayer. Ritual may have been the way
of the past, the way of the Orthodox,
but it was not our way. This brings me
to my second observation on the text of
our Haftarah with its rhetorical
question: ``Wherewith shall I come
before the Lord, and bow myself
before God on high? Shall I come

before Him with burnt-offerings, with
calves of a year old?" The second
principle of progressive Judaism I learnt
from our text in those days was about
rejecting
ritual,
often
called
"ceremonial". One of the texts we read
in class at the Leo Baeck College was
from one of the books by the Dutch
historian Johann Huizinga that
described ritual as a game.
That brings me to the third lesson
derived from Micah - the climax as
expressed in the concluding verse of our
Prophetic reading: "It hath been told

thee, 0 man, what is good, and what
the Lord doth require of thee: Only
to do justly, and to love mercy, and to
walk humbly with thy God." All that
was required of us was the pursuit of
justice, the practice of mercy and the
path of humility.
I subscribed to the three principles,
for I tried to be as good a Progressive
Jew as possible. But I had difficulties.

Let me report them in the same order.
To start with, both my wife Fredzia
and I came from the world of Holocaust
survivors who believed that they knew
the answer to God's question, "0 My
people, what have I done unto thee?"
Plenty, as far as we were concerned and
nothing of it was good. Though we
ourselves had survived, we had not seen
the saving hand of Moses or his siblings.
The fact that others, our close relatives
among them, had perished did not fill
us with joy or gratitude that we did not
perish. We were full of guilt. Why we
andnotthey?Whatwerethecriteriathat
determined who shall live and who shall
die? Was it pot luck? And if so - what
has God to do with it?
The Prophet could look back on the
Exodus as evidence of divine
intervention. The world I came from
was not able to do so. That is why
Fredzia's and my parents were
perplexed at my choice of career. Their
friends assumed that my reason for
wanting to become a Progressive rabbi
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was that the pay was good. What other
reasons could there be, they wanted to
know. So I struggled with many things,
Progressive theology included. My past
history and future plans were at odds
with each other.

For us, living
as Jews
was a struggle.

Faith was a
challenge.
It pointed to

a thorny path,
not to a
serene arrival.
Similarly, we were not able to
reconcile the disdain for ritual we
encountered with our own needs. Both
Fredzia and I came from secular
families. We saw virtually no
observance at home. One of the great
attractions of Judaism for us was the
prospect of a structured life, of rhythm,
of living in Jewish time - yes, of ritual
as a path to holiness. Our home, for
example, would be kosher. We would
celebrate Sabbaths and festivals - and
that even before I became a rabbinic
student. We linked our need for ritual
with the notion, arising out of our
biographies, that perhaps without
sacrifice, without blood, life did not
seem to be possible, whether or not God
really wanted it.
Nor could we cope with the kind of
idyllic Judaism, according to which my
teachers interpreted Micah: do the right
thing, be kind to those who need you
and live in modesty, perhaps in
submission. For us, living as Jews was
a struggle. Faith was a challenge. It
pointed to a thorny path, not to a serene
arrival. Nothing religious came easily
or naturally to us. We wanted a life of
observance and faith but both eluded us
much of the time. Everything required
an effort and a decision, even more so
once we had children.
With time, we discovered that there

were other Jews who thought more like
ourselves and less like the teachers and
the books to which I was exposed. We
were committed to many aspects of
Progressive Judaism, especially its
stress on personal autonomy and its
readiness to embrace the outside world
as part of God's creation but we felt
alienated from other aspects of it. For
us, Progressive Judaism seemed cold,
even arid with its na.1.ve theology,
solemn but soulless prayer and abstract
formulations of how to live.
It took years before the Holocaust

became part of the agenda of religious
JewsandevenlongerbeforeProgressive
Jews were prepared to respond. A pillar
of my student congregation told me that
theyhadtogetridoftheirrabbibecause,
as a refugee from Germany, he talked
too much about the Nazi period. Today,
I am sure the same congregation marks
yo77! j7¢sfeo¢%, Holocaust Memorial

Day. I did not hear much of Holocaust
theology in my five years at the Leo
Baeck College, other than the theology
of my teacher, Ignaz Maybaum, which
looked at the tragedy as almost a
necessary evil. Now I know that both
Leo Baeck and Martin Buber witnesses to Nazi Germany - alluded
to it obliquely but I had to wait for
thinkers like Emil Fackenheim, Richard
Rubenstein, Arthur Cohen and many
others to provide us with a framework
within which we could fathom what we
had experienced.
Their approach trickled down to the
congregations. Albert Friedlander's
Holocaust anthology, Oz/£ a/ f%c
Wfez.r/wz.72d, had a great impact on

education in synagogues on both sides
of the Atlantic. Affirming God did not
mean we could not question God. On
the contrary; we now remembered that
the great ones in the Bible -Abraham,
Moses, the Prophets -argued with God.
Perhaps we could, too.
Ritual became more acceptable and
respectable. Whereas in the past many
Reform congregations in the United
States stipulated in their bye-laws that
a rabbi was not allowed to wear a
traditional /cz//I.I or a #j2pafe in the pulpit,
withtime,wearingthembecamealmost
the norm. Many synagogues served only
kosher food on their premises. No, we
did not pray for the reintroduction of
animal sacrifices but we became more
respectful of our ancestors for whom
this was a tangible way of structuring
time and sanctifying it, of giving of the
best they had in order to make the point
that God was more important to them
than they were to themselves.

cohiinued on next page
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This, to my mind, remains the best
definition of love: to regard the object
of my love -in this case, God -as more
important to me than I am to myself.
Hence the Shema: "Thou shalt love the

Lord your God with an thy heart,
with all thy soul and with all thy
might." Sacrifices were a manifestation
of our love of God, not just a primitive
custom. Though this could not be our
way, other rituals could -and were. God
may not need them but we do, for they
point to holiness.
Having learnt to argue with God and
to express our love of God in ritual
meant that the climax of the text was
not as general as we chose to understand
it. We took note of the Talmudic
statement that Micah's words belong to
a whole series of attempts by biblical
characters to encapsulate the totality of
the covenant between God and Israel in
a simple formula. His aim was not to
reduce the commandments to these
three but to offer a formulation that
would include the others. Micah's
formulation was not to be seen as an
abrogation of the rest of Jewish
observance and Jewish life. It was a
statement of principle that would guide
and illumine the details.
That is where, I think, Progressive
Judaism is today. That is how I now find
it in Britain, in North America especially in Canada - in Israel and in
many other countries I visit because of
my current duties. There are still those
who would like to freeze Progressive
Judaism as they first knew it. There is
such a thing as Progressive orthodoxy
- small o - even when it is fiercely
opposed to traditional Orthodoxy capital 0. But I have little doubt that
the general thmst is in the direction that
I have tried to sketch. I do not tliink I
wouldhaveremainedaProgressiveJew
otherwise.
Our theology has now come of age.
It may be less clear-cut than it once
seemed to be but it is more profound
and more true. It acknowledges the
human condition as it questions
modemity's simplifications. It accepts
that, as difficult as it may be to be/z.ei;e
in God, it is possible to )/eczr73 for God

and to/ee/ #eczr to God, in the midst of
doubt and pain and suffering. In any
case, after all that has happened in the

Though it is clear to us that we carmot
accept the total corpus of Jewish
observance - we know that even those
who call themselves Orthodox are
forced to pick and choose - we also
know that we cannot reject it. The
answer that Franz Rosenzweig, the
greatest Jewish thinker of our time, is
reported to have given to the question,
"Do you put on fe#//I.77, phylacteries?"
resonates with us. He said: `Not yet."

With Rabbi
Harold Kushaer
we want to know
why bad things
happen to good
people and, like
the best-selling

rabbi - and the
bibtical Job -we
ref use to
abandon God
even when God

appears to
abandon us,
or at least hide
thedivineface
`Om uS .

Our practice has also come of age.
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justice.

Justice and mercy and humility are
universal notions that are incumbent
upon all human beings. We Jews can
never be less than universalistic.
Judaism can never be less thari these.
But Judaism must be more. Purity and
holiness, as articulated in our tradition,
speak to the particularist dimension of
our faith. The experience of the
Holocaust, the discovery of the power
of ritual and the affirmation of the
covenant between the God of Israel and
thepeopleoflsraelthatMcahmayhave
had in mind, have made us Progressive
Jews, not less religious, not less

concerned with the world but - yes more Jewish.
As a result of these changes, the
World Union for Progressive Judaism
has moved from the periphery to the
centre.Itisamovethathasitsproblems,
because being part of the mainstream
can easily restrain individual initiative
andindependentaction.Butthechanges
also promise tuning the Progressive
Judaism of 75 years ago into the
normative Judaism of the next 75 years
and more. We are no longer on the
periphery of Jewish life. We have reason
to say with the Psalmist, "Zefe %cz);om

world, it is impossible to believe in

Humanity - capital H. With Rabbi
Harold Kushner we want to know why
bad things happen to good people and,
like the best-selling rabbi - and the
biblical Job -we refuse to abandon God
even when God appears to abandon us,
or at least hide the divine face from us.

of God, in search of the sacred.
All this has changed our
understanding of the concluding verse
of our Haftarah. With Hertz, as he has
it in his commentary, we now consider
the possibility that the phrase we
translate as ``walk humbly" may, in
fact, mean "walk in purity". And there
is more to purity, much more, than
humility. Purity is the path to holiness.
It entails integrity of the kind we strive
for when we challenge God and affimi
God at the same time. Puritytholiness
is also the purpose of so many of our
ritual practices.
We have moved from the ideal of
humility to the quest for purity, from
being satisfied with decency to seeking
a higher level of relationship with God
that is holiness. We yearn for holiness.
This change does not entitle us to
abandonthequestforjustice,mercyand
humility but it challenges us to pursue
these ideals with greater depth and
intensity and to do so in communities
that seek to foster these ideals within a
framework of holiness, not just social

We will never return to animal sacrifices
and worship in the ancient Temple even though some fanatics would like
nothing better - but we will seek old
and new ways of expressing our love of
Godthroughrituals-"gesturesoflove".
Rosenzweig called them. We will even
make personal sacrifices for the glory

assah Adonal, nagilch v'nismcha bo" ,
this is the day the Eternal has made, let
us be glad and rejoice in it .
RABBI DOW MARMUR I.s ffee Exec#fz.vc
Director Of the World Union i;or Progressive
Judaism. A graduate Of Leo Baeck College, he
served congregc[tions in London and Toronto.
He is the author Of several inportant books on
Roform Judaism and Reform Zionism.
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THE JEWISH VOTE MYTH OR REALITY?
Finchley and Golders Green is one Of those rare
parlianeutctry constituencies in which Jews are suf fli ciently
numerous to be taken very seriously by the Member Of
Parliament or would-be Member Of Parliament. John
Marshall held a pre-existing seat, that of Hendon South, i;or
the Conservatives from 1987 to 1997. He ran f;or the new
Golders Green constitueney but lost to Labour's Dr. Rudi Vis
in 1997. He remained extremely active in the constituency but
lost again in June this year. We asked Mr Marshall and Dr.
Vis to reflect upon their respective fetilure and success and to
speculate on the Je:wish dinension to the result.

ERUV
John Marshall

the

late

Chaim

Bermant

BEFORE
TIH Finchley
1997 ELECTION,
described
and Golders
Green as one of the safest seats in
Britain. Alas, Chaim Bermant was a
wonderful writer - his column was
always compulsory reading - but no
psephologist. Finchley and Golders
Green will never be a safe seat. There
aresevenwards-threeregularlyretum
Conservative councillors. Three just as
regularly return Labour councillors. The
seventh, Childs Hill, votes Liberal at
local elections but usually backs the
winner at General Elections. Those who
were surprised by the result in 1997 and
again this year may have been misled
by the changing nature of the
constituency.
Although the national press often
described Finchley as a Jewish
constituency during Margaret
Thatcher's heyday, this was not an
accurate description. The wards of St.
Paul's, Woodhouse and East Finchley
together contain more Asian and
Cypriot voters than Jewish voters. By
the time of the June election this year,
the leaders of the Conservative Party
had alienated many of these Asian
voters. John Townend should have been
disciplined inmediately. The failure to
do so sent out the wrong message.
William Hague has not a racist bone in
his body. But the impression was
created, however unfairly, that
un forgivable remarks could be made
with impunity. Similarly, the language
and tone of some of the speeches about
asylum seekers were regarded
unfavourably by many. Many might
accept that the asylum system is in a
mess -overwhelmed by a large number
of applicants, many of whom are not
judged to be genuine, often incapable
of making decisions within 2 or 3 years,
eventually unable to do anything about
those whose claims fail. But the tone
and the nature of the Conservative
response did not accord with the liberal
instincts of the British people.
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Although
opponents were to

cldi,in that the
When I first heard of the proposed
er#i/, I naively assumed that this would
be noncontroversial. It would make
Shabbat into more of a family day for
parents of very young children. I had
seen the difference an er#v could make
when I was in Antweap in 1994 to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of
its liberation. The celebrations, led by
the Duke of York, took place on a
Saturday. One of those who came to
watch was an Orthodox man pushiiig
his child's pushchair. Without the erg/v
that would not have been possible.
Although opponents were to claim that
the er#v could promote anti-Semitism,
I knew from my experience as an REP
that Strasbourg had an e7..a/v and that

there the local Jewish community
thrived. How naive I was. The erz{v

generatedmoreheatandmoreheartache
thananyotherissueduringmy10years

as an NI.
The decision about the planning
merits of the ercci; was taken by an
independent inspector in 1994. John

Gummer, then Secretary of state for the
Environment, was no supporter of the
e7"v but would have been advised that
the inspector's report was so definite
that the Er#v Committee could have
appliedsuccessfullyforjudicialreview
if he had ignored the inspector's report.
I was therefore surprised when this
issue resurfaced this year. The report of
the inspector was so definite that no
Minister was going to reopen tbe
inquiry. That was what I said to all who
asked me about the erwv - supporters
and opponents. I was proved right. The
Minister wrote on March 23rd saying
that the issue would not be reopened.
Rather surprisingly his letter took more
than two months to appear in the press
- the day after the election.
I am afraid that some of the
opponents of the er#v were motivated
bywrongopinions.Oneladysaidtome:
"It will result in more Jews living in the
Suburb". She would never, quite rightly,
have dreamed of complaining of more
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erIN could

promote andSemitism, I Janew

from my
experience as an
MEP that

Strasbourg had
an e;"N and that
there the local
Jewish community
thrived. How
naive I was. The

e"N generated
more heat and
more heartache
than any other
issue during my
10 years as an
MP.

Asians living in the Suburb.
Although I had not given evidence
at the 1994 inquiry, the result clearly
rankled with some. One constituent who had once been a prominent
Conservative-toldmethathehadnever
voted for me since then. Rudi Vis had
abstained on the e7'.z¢v when he was a

member of Barnet's Planning
Committee. The abstention - neither
saying `Yes' or `No' -was sufficient to
persuade some opponents to vote for
him. Others voted for me because of my
support for the er#v but I do not believe
that it was the all-defining issue for
more than a few hundred.
Psephologists have always said that
aMemberofparliamentisluckytohave
a personal vote of more. than 500.
Politiciansrecognisethatthevotesthey
receive are the result of the Party label
they wear. During the election many
said to me that they would be happy to
have me as their MP but did not want
William Hague as their PM. How they
individuallysolvedthatdilemma1know
not. But it underlined the nature of
British politics - so different from, say,
American politics. I always tried to be
a conscientious constituency Member
because there can be few higher
privileges than being elected to serve
in the House of Commons. I stood up
for the causes I believed in so that I am
at ease with my conscience.
Throughoutmycareer-inStrasbourg
and Westminster - I have frequently
campaigned with members of the
community,fi8htingforrefuseniksinthe
1980s, for state aid for Jewish schools in
the 1990s and for Israel in good times
and, more importantly, in bad times. I
haveknownmuchfriendshipandsupport

within the community. I should like to
thank all who encouraged me in my
work. The memory of their kindness
remains long after the sorrow of defeat
has evaporated I
JOHN MARSHALL I.s cr/or77zer eco#omz.cs
lecturer, MP, PPS and MEP.
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NOT NEW LABOUR

the Reform Synagogues of Great
THE CHIEF
Britain and
EXECUTIVE
the editor of OF
this
joumal, Rabbi Tony Bayfield, enclosed
a personal letter to me in the summer
edition of MANNA, which I receive and
read regularly. He requested my
thoughts on the General Election
campaign; the issues of importance; the
electorate's concerns expressed on the
doorstep or in any other form; and my
intended actions for the new Parliament
Tony's letter was dated 19th June
2001 and I opened MANNA on loth
August, due to the mountain of mail that
had developed during the last days of
the election campaign and the weeks
immediately following.
Tragic and appalling asylum cases;
Equitable Life and other financial
disputes; families in overcrowded
homes; GM food issues; small arms
questions in Africa; etc. all came before
journal reading. I enjoy MANNA for its
thoughtful intellectualism and its basic
fairness and, although I do not read it
from cover to cover, MANNA always
contains surprising articles from which
I learn. I wrote an immediate apology
to Tony, which he followed three days

Rudi Vis
later with a second request to me.
So, what about the General Election
of2001?Wedidenjoyl997rathermore
than 2001. Attack, in politics, is often
more exciting than defence. The `we'
refers to the Labour Party activists of
Finchley and Golders Green and to
myself. We are a collective and we work
extremely efficiently. The 1997
campaign was fought in an attempt to
overcome perhaps 60 to 70 per cent of
our deficit to the Conservative
candidate, who was ahead by close to
13 ,000 votes. This would set us up well
to achieve overall control of Bamet
Council for the May 1998 local
elections. In the event, neither
happened. Labour won Finchley and
Golders Green in 1997 and did not win
overall control in 1998 in Bamet. The
latter is anything but a disaster since
Labour and the Liberal Democrats work
closely and effectively together in
Bamet, yet retaining their individual
Party indep endence.

In 2001 John Marshall and I were
the main opponents as was the case
1997. The Liberal Democrats are
thankfully not very strong in Finchley
and Golders Green. I put this, because
their national manifesto had worthwhile
aspects.
Both in 1997 and in 2001 I had a

number of useful adyantages. I was a
local councillor in Barnet from 1986
and chaired the Finance Committee
from 1994 to May 1997, which allows
me a good insight into the constituency
in which I have lived for more than 20
years.

I am not New Latour -I am Labour
and a proud member of the Campaign
for Nuclear Disalmanerty the United
Nations Association, Friends of the
Earth, Socialist Environment and
Resources Association, the Howard
LeagueforPenalReformtonanebuta
few left-of-centre organisatious. Many
constituents share those concerns.
I am a vice chair of Labour Friends
oflsraelaswellastheAIIPartyAnglo-

Israel Parliamentary Group. My
attendance record of the Three Faith
Forum and the Council of Christians
and Jews is excellent and so is my

RIAdi Vis paying his respects in Israel to f iormer Prime Minister Yiithak Rabin
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attendance at synagogues, churches,
mosques and temples in the
constituency, although I do not belong
to any faith group. I am most grateful
to Sir Sigmund and Lady Stemberg for
having introduced me to these
worthwhile meetings. They are both
truly remarkable people.
Labour, locally, campaigns every
week of the year and I often attend 10
to 12 meetings every weekend. The
campaign therefore had few real
surprises in terms of issues. Perhaps the
major surprise was the virulence on
some doorsteps about the National
HealthService,educationandtransport.
Quite a few people informed me that
they would give me their personal vote
whilst remaining sceptical about New
Labour.
Ittranspiredthatitwashelpfulthat1
am not a member of the Public Private
Partnership brigade or the Private
Financehitiativelot,although1agreed
with Bank of England `independence'
andpayingoffpartoftheNationalDebt
-perhapsnotquiteasquicklyasGordon
Brown and preferring to leave some
taxation income for increased public
expenditure.Ididnotvoteforthe`right'
Mayor of London, which caused some
frictionwithinthePartybutagainmost

constituents agreed with me.
During the election campaign and
throughout the years, the Jewish
community expressed concerns about
Israel in particular and the Middle East
conflict in general, much more so than
about the e7"v. One becomes used to
being misquoted in the papers but in
er"iJmatterstheywentbeyondthat.The
intifada is a tragedy and we must all
workforpeace.Thissummer1readA4y
fz/e the autobiography of Golda Meir.
Again, this was a great quest for peace.
In the years ahead I will strive to put
further pressure on the Goverrment in
its attempt to improve health, education
and transport. Equally, and since I have
been re-elected as a member of the
Council of Europe, I will again have the
chance to fight for human rights,
religious tolerance and social justice in
an international setting and from
whateverquarter1perceiveintolerance.
Iamneitheryoungnorawomannordo
I have a large majority, which does not
bode well for promotion. At times this
can be advantageous. It allows me to
scrutinise
the
Government
independently. Furthermore I am
honoured to serve the constituency as
best I can since that is my first priority.
It goes almost without saying that all

constituents will be included in that
effort.
Lastly and of major concern is an
increasing degree of apathy that was
evident during this last election.
Labour'sresultinFinchleyandGolders
Green was good but we lost almost
3,000 Labour votes. We increased our
majorityonlybecausetheconservatives
lost 3,500 votes. The future will be
interesting. Labour in Finchley and
Golders Green now .has more Labour
votes than my friend and Labour
colleague in Sunderland North - a
strongLabourarea-receivedalthough
he retains a healthy majority.
Winning is good. Being selected by
your own Party is an honour. The
Finchley and Golders Green Labour
Party has about 1,000 members of
whom about forty per cent are Jewish. I
was re-selected unanimously, which is
a private honour. Finchley and Golders
Greenconstituentsareademandinglot.

Long may it continue .
DR RUDOLPH VIS was bor# I.H fro//cz#cJ cz#d
studied at universities in the United States and
Britain. A former lecturer in economies, he has
been Labour MP for Finchley and Golders
Green since 1997.
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Fax: 020 7831 3485
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DURBAN
A POSITIVE
VOICE
Edie Friedman
September 2001 sow a United

Nations corference on racism in
Durban. It made depressing
headlines
- wrangles
over
compensation for slavery and for
Palestinian and radical Islamic
pressure to brand Zionism as racism
once again. The United States and
Israel walked out but some Jewish
groups remained. One such group
was the Jewish Council fior Racial
Equality from Britain which is
chaired by Richard Stone and
directed by Dr. Edie Friedman.
Dr. Friedman offers us her account
Of a highly challenging experience.

B:¥]g::¥mDganNdatfa|osity#E:
Conference against racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related
intolerance, there are other issues which
need to be highlighted.
One of the most important of these
is the very fact that such a conference,
which brought together over 7,000
people to combat racism took place in
a country which, only seven years ago,
epitomised
the
very
worst
manifestations of institutional racism.
There was something very intoxicating
about being in an atmosphere where so
many thousands of people, whatever
theirpoliticaldifferences,cametogether
to try to do something about racism. To
have your former "enemy" hosting the
event was, for many of us, a miracle in
itself and a very tangible reminder that
terrible things can change, albeit with
many difficulties. This incredible
transformation was vividly brought
home to us the week before when our
guide in Cape Town who was, in South
African terms, a Cape Coloured, told
us as we stood on the pavement that, in
the old South Affica, he would have to
get off to make room for us. He then
pointedoutthebeautifulsandybeaches
which were once for white people, the
rockyoneswhichwereforthecoloureds
and the even less hospitable ones which
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were reserved for the Africans. As we
passed a school he reminded us of the
way educational funds used to be
distributed amongst the population.
Four hundred and fifty rand was spent
on every white child, 3 00 on each Asian
child, 150 on each coloured child and
75 for an African child. These
descriptions only provided the smallest
glimpse into the insidious workings of
Apartheid. So no matter how difficult
and irritating the conference was,
remindingyourselfthatyouwereinthe
newSouthAfricaprovidedanimportant
antidote to all the frustration. As for the
Jewishparticipationinhelpingtobring
about the new South Africa, I was
heartened to see an exhibition in the
Jewish Museum in Cape Town called
Looking Back: Jews in the Struggle for
Democracy and Human RIghts in South
4/}z.ca. To quote from the introduction
to the exhibition: "While most Jews
accommodated themselves to colonial
segregation and, after 1948, to the
institutionalised system ofAp artheid, a
significant number did challenge the
inequities of South African society . . .
Historians will judge their actions as
well as the political behaviour of the
Jewish community as a whole. What
cannot be denied is that the Jewish
community produced a significant
number of heroes in the fight for
democracy and human rights in South
Africa.„
As for the conference itself it was
both overwhelming and enlightening to
see congregated so many different
organisations ranging from the Danish
Gymnastics and Sports Association to
the Dalit Solidarity Network. Even
though I thought I was pretty informed
about such groups, I was surprised how
little I knew about the Dalits - the
Untouchables - who make up between
20 to 25 per cent of the population of
India. These are people who face daily
actsofdegradationbothofamajorand
minor nature such as being prohibited
from marrying outside their caste and
from drinking water from public taps.
In urban schools, Dalit children are not
allowed to sit next to non-Dalit children
and in rural schools, Dalit children have
to sit outside the school building.
It was not easy to cope with being
continually
bombarded
with
descriptions of horrendous crimes
perpetuated by governments and
ordinary people upon other ordinary
people. You could easily be left with a
complete sense of hopelessness that
things could ever change for the better,
not only for this generation but for the
generations to come. Your feelings
vacillated between despair on the one

hand and hope on the other, because of
thepresenceofsoman:ypeoplewhohad
cometoDurbantodemonstratenotonly
theircommitmentbutalsothepractical
things that could be done to combat
racism. But I must admit that tbis
despair has been reinforced since my
return to the UK by the sight of the
barrage of abuse hurled at Catholic
children on their way to school in
Northern Ireland.
Many people would argue that
jamborees such as Diirban are a waste
of time and that bringing people
togetherinsmallerregionalforawould
be more effective. Such smaller events
dotakeplaceallovertheworldbutwha
takesanynoticeofthese?Urfortunately
it takes huge gatherings with lots of
controversy and contention to get
anyone to pay attention. The frequent
demonstrations, not only about the
Middle East but also al]out other causes,
did at times bring a sense of unease and
menace to the atmosphere. There is
something about loud noise, ,chanting
crowds and huge numbers of people
which in itself is frightening. Although
many people came with a very positive
commitment to making the world a
better place, many did come just to
publicise their own agenda. Those who
were the most organised such as the
Palestinians, the Dalits, the indigenous
peoples groups, were able to gain the
most publicity. Inevitably, vying for
victimhoodbecameaprevalentpastime
at the conference. There were other
groups whose stories also needed to be
told such as the Kurds and the Afichans,
who appeared absent from the
proceedings. And the conference was
alsoplaguedbyargumentsovermaldng
amends for the past, most notably over
reparations for slavery, as opposed to
looking to the future. I would hope that
we in the Jewish community would
understand people's need to deal with
theirpastasourownhistoryhasplayed
such a monumental role in defining our
veryidentitybothnowandinthefuture.
We must remember as well that a debate
about reparations is also about our
moral obligation to cancel Third World
debt which cripples so many of the
economies within the Third World.
Closer to home it means that the Jewish
community must support campaigns to
ensure that slavery, like the Holocaust,
becomes a mandatory subject in the
National Curriculum.
As for the rancour over the Middle
East, a number of delegates who were
neither Palestinian nor Jewish, told me
that the plight of the Palestinians is
attracting people in the same way as
anti-Apartheid campaigns did in the
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past. A workshop led by an Israeli
woman and a Palestinian woman
demonstrated, albeit in a small way, the
possibilities for peace, as people
participating actually listened to each
other.ComingbacktotheUKonehopes
that such events between Palestinians

Closer to home
it means that
the Jewish
community must
Surpport

campaigns to
ensure that
slavery, like the.
Holocaust,
becomes a

-lELi
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mandatory
subject in the
National
Curriculum.
and Jews and others in the Muslim,
Black and Asian corrmunities would be
ontheincrease.Butthereisanxietythat
events in Durban may have served only
to polarise our communities further. We
must not allow our feelings about the
conflicts in Durban to make us more
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ISIIAEL I SUAAAAER 2001
One of the great fieatures Of contemporoiry Jewish life worldwide is the Israel Tour. AI the age Of sixteen. Jewish
young people round the globe, from the United States, Australia and Britain, are seat on a moutfi's Pra?I
Experience. It has become regarded as the right of every young person and as, poter[tially, the decisive factor in
rctalning Jewisl. identity.
Israel Tour 2001 presented the Jewish world with an unimaginable challenge. Wi:th the sitredon in Israel
deteriorating by the day, Jewish ft[milies and organisedons were confronted with a hiige dilemma. Could the
welfare and security Of their young people be guaranteed? Should they `risk' sending them into a deaply
troubled area or abandon a truly forma[tive Jewisl. educational experience? The American Roform Movement
opted not to take the risk. The British Roform Movemerit and its youtl® movement RSY-Netzer, along with all Of
the other youth organisedons in Britch, decided to leave the decision with the families themselves but to off;er
the possibility Of going al.ead to those who opted in.
RSGB took in excess Of 250 on tour in 2000. In the end slightly less than half that number opted to go in 2001.
MANNA asked R:ichard Margrett Of RSY-Netzer to write about the decision and three tour pandcipants, Jacob
Cotton, Lee Goldstein and Ami Lewis to refoect on their experience.
John Freedman adds a f iootnote.

THE CLINCHER

Richard Margrett
or Not? It is hard to imagine
that,
at the
start of myTOUR
sabbatical
T0 G0
0N
ISRAEL

year of Movement work, this would
have been the question that we would
even remotely have to face.
I started my job in September 2001
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parents were reassured by what we had
to say.

and the focus at that time was on how
we were going to increase the number
of Reform fecz7%.chz.772, participants, on

our Israel Tours. Even though the
intensification of the conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians had already
started, Israel Tour was a good ten
months away and this conflict would
surely have been settled by then.
By the time the application foms
went out in late December and the
troublewasnotgoingaway,weincluded
aletterentitled`SecurityMatters'.This
outlined how safety came first, as well
as how it was possible to cancel an
application up to twenty-one days
before the Israel Tour was about to
leave. But as Israel Tour was seven
months away the conflict would surely
have resolved itself.
As the months crept on, so did the
terrorist activity as well as the
anxiousness of parents. The number of
phone-calls to the office increased, `Is
Israel Tour still going ahead?', `What
are your contingency plans?' , `Are you

going to do a European Tour if Israel is
still like this in the summer?', `What
would have to happen for you to cancel
Israel Tour? ' .
We held a special parents' meeting

to go over the security arrangements to
ensurethesafetyoftheirchildrenwhilst
under our and the Jewish Agency's
charge. The meeting went surpassingly
well. We explained how extensive
security measures were and how safety
was our top priority and the maj ority of
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The criterion for going ahead with
Israel Tour was that we could do it
safely. Yet even if we could do it safely,
why not go somewhere else? Would not
a Europe Tour have been equally
rewarding and have caused everyone a
lot less wony? Whilst the latter point is
correct the former is not. The
educational impact that an Israel Tour
has is phenomenal. Participants are
sixteen, have finished their exams and
excel in an environment where they are
treated as equals by their leaders, do not
have any worries, except perhaps
whether they are going to kiss the girl/
boy they fancy and, most importantly,
have a chance to explore their Judaism,
Israel and Jewish history, both
individually and as a group.
Israel Tour can reinforce the Jewish
commitment of those already involved
as well as introduce others who have
been less involved with their religion.
It is a chance to take in a breath of
Judaism, away from the cloudy air of
western life.
The tough decision facing ourYouth
Movement was at what point would we
stop running an Israel Tour that clearly
affects so many people in so many
positive ways? Who should decide?
Should it be the parents? The Foreign
Office?TheUJIA?TheBBC,SkyNews
& CEN? The Jewish Agency? RSGB?
Or even RSY-Netzer? Who is the most
qualified to make the decision? What
happens if differing parties conflict?
Who actually has the final say?
After the May suicide bomb in a Tel
Aviv night-club a clear decision needed
to be made, both by us and by parents.
If a suicide bomber could strike there,
then a suicide bomber could strike
anywhere.
The decision to go ahead with Tour
was not an easy one. Ultimately, if
anything were to happen on one of our
Israel Tours, as the RSY-Netzer
Movement worker in charge of tour, the
responsibility would fall on my
shoulders. The responsibility would be
shared by others who shared in the
decision-makingprocessbutthiswasan
RSY-Netzer Israel Tour that we, as a
Youth Movement, were running. As
much as we were helped and advised
by various people, that fact could not
be taken away.
Going anywhere in the world has its
risks. In going to Israel there is a risk.
If there was going to be more of a risk
goingtolsraelthisyearthaninanyother
years, then I would not be happy with
the decision to go. Security measures
were put in place as to where and where

not the groups could go - no Tel Aviv,
no shopping malls, no markets, no free
weekends, no free time in city centres.
All tours were supervised all of the tinie
and each tour group had two Israelis
with them -one of whom was an armed
guard-whichalltourshaveeveryyear.
For me this meant that this year's tour
was going to be as safe as other years,
and even though the restrictions looked
constrictive, the programme could
easily be adapted to make this year's
tour as rewarding as other years, which
was, in fact, bone out.
The decision that we were going
ahead with tour meant that for many
parents they were faced with one of the
hardest decisions of their lives. It would
have been a lot easier for them if we
had decided to cancel Israel Tour. The
decision would then have been taken out
of their hands. We explained to all the

parents exactly what the security
modifications were, how that would
ensure the safety of their child and that
the itinerary would still provide them
with a top quality educational
experience. It was up to them.
Some parents felt that there was an
increased risk which they were not
prepared to take. Others were not
concerned at all. The vast majority was
inbetween.Many`familyconferences'
wereheld.Oneparentwantsthemtogo,
the other not. Participants deciding if
theywantedtheirparentstogothrough
a month of expected sleepless nights.
Parents who usually would know what
to do in a situation and tell you, did not
know what to do.
RSY-Netzer took three full Israel
Tours to Israel for a month-long
programme where the participants had
the time of their lives. The quality of
the leaders and the programme were of
the highest standard. They hiked, scuba
dived, bonded, met Israelis, mountain
biked, slept under the stars, built their
own community, rode camels, met
feczredz.773-ultraOrthodox-experienced

the Western Wall, learnt about Kibbutz
Lotan, had beautiful Shabbatot, swam,
had fun in the flour caves, floated on
the Dead Sea, explored their Reform
Judaism, met the Bedouin, learnt about
co-existence in Haifa, had barbecues,
walked through rivers, chose their own
topics to learn about, clinbed Masadda,
experimented with fe¢//crfe, prayer,
participated in #.4ifo¢72 a/cz", social action

- projects, laughed, cried, made new
friends, discovered their roots, opened
new doors and, hopefully, will have
come back wanting to stay involved in
their Judaism, in their Israel and in their
RSY-Netzer Youth Movement.
continued on next page
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Next year we may be faced with the
same decision. Yet we will only run
Israel Tour if we can run it safely. With
our modified programme, there is only
apercez.vedhigherriskofgoingontour
thaninotheryears-amessagethatwill
need to be got across to both parents
and participants. We are not making
political statements or religious ones.

The statement we are making is
that it is safe to come on our Israel
Tour and that we believe in the
unique educational, spiritual and
personal impact that an Israel Tour
has on a person I
RICHARD MARGRETT i.s ,om JZ/ord. ffe
has a degree from Warwick University and was
the Natonal Activities Co-ordinator Of RSYNetzer when he wrote this article. He has just

become Project Manager for the Reform
Movement's Youth Students and Young Adults.

MATURING

Lee Goldstein

waiting for my five rolls of film from
tour to come through. How do I describe
theanazingexperiencethatwasthebest
month of my life? Nothing could have
compared to the people, places,
experiences and leaning which made
up Israel Tour 2001.

educational activities, free-time and
relaxation p eriods.
Before I went to Israel and finalised
my application, there was a lot of talk
of the security issues within the country.

A few of my friends had dropped out of
the tour and I was soon to find out that
many more had also cancelled, so seven
tours were down to three. However, I
was very lucky that my parents were
prepared to allow me to make my own
decision, even with their many
concerns. This decision was aided by
the fact that I had wanted to take part in
the Israel experience since I was very
young. Once in Israel, the security was
so unbelievably tight that we were all
safe. Each tour group had two Israeli
leaders who carried sophisticated
weaponry and Israel Experience were
in touch with secret intelligence, so they
werepartiallyincontrolofthesituation.
Also, every time, whenever there was
violence, we had the opportunity and
were encouraged to call home with the
news of our safety.
To finish this article, I would like to
recommend Israel Tour. To miss out on
this experience would be to miss out on
amajorstageofgrowingup.IsraelTour
not only gives knowledge of wbere we
come from as Jews but also helps you

get in touch with yourself and know
your strengths and weaknesses when it
comes to socialising and understanding,
alongside many other factors of
maturing.
LEE: GOLDSTE" is 16 years old and comes
from Edgware, Middlesex.

The tour group I was with is called
RSY, Reform Synagogue Youth. RSY
has several key ideals, which it carries
forward and backs up on every Summer
Camp Israel Tour and things alike.

HIGH DUNES

These ideals include #.#ha7c o/a77!, repair
of the world, }zedcz4¢fe, charity. This

Jacob Colton

helps give RSY an aim to follow.
Israel is an amazing place. The
connection between your Judaism and
Israel is much greater when you are in
the country than out of it. When you are
there, you feel closer to what happened
to the Israelis when they were fighting
for independence and warring over the
territories. You can realise that the Jews
have come through a lot to be where
they are, even though peace is still a
distant dream. The whole atmosphere
ofthecountrymaybeabittanglednow.
But you are not aware of any problems
when you are in the cosy little subdued,
ultra-Orthodox villages. So much can

be leant in one month, without you
even realising it, thanks to the clever
timetable plamed by the experienced
leaders. They mix a good blend of
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and historical sites. Of course we had
restrictions due to the security situation
but this did not detract in any way from
our adventure.
My experience and the experience
that I am sure most of the other
participants had was one that was
educational, fin, exciting, in some parts
challenging and for every moment
amazing. We had opportunities that
were truly once-in-a-lifetime, whether
eating and sleeping in Bedouin tents,
rolling dovm a 50m high sand dune,
building chocolate kibbutzim,

meditating on top of a mountain at
sunset or cycling in the desert. We did
it all and much, much more. Whatever
wediditwasdoneasagroxp,asateam,
as a commulty.
This community was a apecial one.
One that shared jokes, sbared fun,
shared adventure, shared problems and
shared four weeks together. Whatever
happened in those four weeks, be it
good or bad, it was done together as a
group. That is what made Israel Tour
special.Thiswascertainlyhowourtour
was and, whenever someone was ill or
had a probleng the rest of the group
were there for them to help in any way
they could.

One particular experience was quite

This corrmunrty
was a special one.
One that shared

IWAS
discussion
GOING,
about
I WASN'T
how I was
GOING
going

jokes, shared f iun,
shared adrendure,
shared problems
and shared flour
weeks together.

to spend the four weeks in the middle
of my summer holidays. Whether or not
I would be going to a country that is
portrayed in the media as having daily
shootings and suicide bombers but a
place that Jews see as the Promised
Land.
Trust had to be put in the various
authorities in charge of the tour,
including the Israel Experience. This
was not the decision of many other
parents who decided to withdraw their
children and let them holiday in Spain
with its bombs or stay in Baling.
We moved up and down Israel for
four weeks and saw all the important

difficult for all of us. When the bomb
went off in Jerusalem, for me it was not
so much that I was scared but more the
fact that it was no longer the BBC or
CT`IN reporting it. It was very real.
Having said that, it was dealt with by
our leaders in a very professional
manner. For the four weeks we were in
Israelwedidnothearasingleshotfired
or any other type of explosion. We did
lean a lot more about the problems in
Jerusalem, firstly from our leaders,
secondly from the excellent Bet
Turgeman Museum on conflict and
thirdly from being there and realising

and then I went. There was much
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I may have lost coaple Of pairs Of socks

in Israel and maybe a lipstick or two
but I shall never lose the memories Of
the good times, sad times and mad
times we shared.
that the picture that the BBC and CNN
pailit is true but only in certain places
in the country. We saw so many people
living in Israel who were just getting
on normally with their everyday lives.
The BBC and CT`IN don't report on this,
as it isn't newsworthy.

The whole group leant so much
more about Israel and how it was
fomled and how it has come to be where
it is today. We had a great tour guide
and he had some of the most weird and
wonderful ways of explaining the
variousideasandthegeographicalbasis
of Israel. During our adventure we also
met Israelis of our age and we stayed
with them on a kibbutz, which was a
fascinating and interesting experience
on many different levels.
To sum up the experience that I
had - and I am sure I speck for many
others - it was diverse, fantastic and I
could do it all over again. Maybe one
day I will have the opportunity to show
other teenagers this wonderful country
and give them the most amazing
adventure of their lives .

addition, being a Reform Movement,
RSY attracts young people from all over
theworldtoenjoyamorerelaxedmonth
to the other, more religious tours.
During the weeks leading up to tour
I experienced the usual anxieties that are
normal before you spend a month away
from home: When will I talk to my
family? Will I get on with everyone?
What happens if no one likes me? Once
I met my group, all the above concerns
dissolved from my mind. I was amazed
by how quickly our group bonded. By
the day of our departure, not only did I
have a new set of incredible friends, I

now had a new frily too.
This is what we have taken away
from our Israel Experience, the friends
that we made. The friends that were
there, helping you get out of bed on the
day you were so tired you felt as if you
could sleep for the rest of the month.
Those who were there sharing your
rc/czch on the coach at 12 o'clock at

I have just returned from what was
mostprobablythebestmonthofmylife

night. The friends who got you through
the hike when your blisters were just
too sore! Most important, were the
friends who let you help them in the
same ways.
It would be a lie to say that before
tour the security aspect of spending a
month in Israel did not cross my, or my
parent's minds. Once in Israel, protected
byourhalf-man-half-monkeyguideand
our mad, sometines odd, medic, I did
not once feel in any way in danger,
Looking back, I will never regret the
decision I made. I loved tour and I loved
RSY. From the moment we were met at
Ben Gurion airport by our Israeli

so far: Israel Tour on RSY 2001.

77gczc7rz.chz.772,dressedaspilgrimsoffering

JACOB COLTON I.a j7irJeen ar#d comes j}.om
Richmond.

LONGEST BEARDS

Amj. Lewis

Within my tour group, we 39
hanichim,a,horLgsideoNIsiELmadrichim.

not forgetting Chain our "lovely
jubbly" coach driver, enjoyed so much
laughter and general happiness, that it
is hard to recall a life before tour.
The decision I made to go on RSY
was mainly due to the excellent
reputation that RSY has made for itself.
Both my sisters shared their tour
experience with RSY and made sure
that I did not miss out on the fun. In
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%cz/J¢fe bread and salt, to when we went

cherry, oh, sorry, that'd be berry
picking, due to season changes! We
loved it all.

When unsure of participating in our
I"z/grs%z.7„, meeting and staying with
Israelis, we could always count on our
caring English m¢drz.chz." to reassure
us, As we were told ". . . I have even
heardofacouplethatmarriedrecently,
who met during their "z/gczs%z.773 ! "

We rolled down the sand dunes in

the Negev like five year-olds.at

playtime. We spent time in Jerusalem
spotting the man with the longest beard
- I mean we spent time talking to
religious men in Jerusalem. Either way
we enjoyed it.
I may have lost couple of pairs of
socks in Israel and maybe a lipstick or
two but I shall never lose the memories
of the good times, sad times and mad
times we shared. I have grown in ways
I could never have imagined possible. I
understand so much more about my
Jewish identity, the situation in Israel
and my own individual identity within

that .
AMI LEWIS z.sr srz.xfee# aHd a member o/

Edgware and District Reform Synagogue.

•':\1`.

AND FINALLY . . .

Ton Freedman
educational programme for this

I was
privileged
to It
work
the
year's
Israel Tour.
was on
created
withthefollowingunderlyingthoughts.
When dealing with Middle East
affairs, the guiding factor must be a
commitment to social responsibility, to
the family of Jews and our neighbours,
thePalestinians.Anypolicyorpolitical
statement must acknowledge this

comminent. And when you need to
make a decision that cannot satisfy all
parties, you need to do the absolute best
you can to find a balanced compromise.
This balancing can be guided by
religion. Religion can appear to have a
negative influence on Middle Eastern
affairs.Butwepassionatelybelievethat
learning and spirituality can focus us on
the need for kindness and compassion.
Religion, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam can and should have a positive
influence. It can guide us.
And finally, we hoped that
participants would want to stay
involved. Israel Tour is the begz.##z.73g

of a Jewish experience. We hope that
our participants and future leaders will
strive to be informed. In the office, we
try to translate the incoming
information into something balanced
and meaningful. And we encourage
these future leaders to find ways of
making a difference, of finding ways to
support Israel in reaching this
commitmenttosocialresponsibilityand

to making peace .
JON FREEDMAN wasr Rsy-IVc/zer ECJwcczf!.o#
Officer 5761.
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But in a world where traditional
observance was respected, rather than
rigorously enforced, New London's
Dr. Harry Freedman recently
retired as the Director of the
Assembly of Masond Synagogues.
We asked Dr. Freedman to refoect
upon his seven years at the helm of
tl.e Masorti Movemeiit, formative
and expansive years, and to explain
his philosopky of Masorti Judaism
and its position within the spectrum
Of British Jewisl. synagogal bodies.

BETWEEN

IVO POLES
Harry Freedman
CCARE WE A MOOD OR A
movement?" This question, posed
some years ago by Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs, Masorti spiritual leader and
senior rabbi, was seminal for the
leadership of Britain's fastest growing
synagogue body. Achieving the right
balance between intellectual integrity
andpopularappeal,orevenabandoning
one in favour of the other, would
determine the future direction and
influence of Masorti synagogues in this
country. The roots of the Masorti
Movement, the very phrase gives the
game away, lie in the Jacobs affair of
the early 1960s. Theological differences

between Rabbi Dr Jacobs and some of
his Orthodox colleagues led to his
expulsion from the United Synagogue
and the consequent resignation of many
of his congregants at the New West End
Synagogue. Rabbi Jacobs and his
supportersestablishedtheNewLondon
Synagogue in London's St Johns Wood
in 1964.

Vocabulary changes. Neither
Orthodoxy nor fimdamentalism suggest
the same thing toddy as they did in 1964.
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adherence to 77!z.#fe¢g fl72g/I.a -the dress

code, ritual conventions and liturgical
practice of the old-style British
synagogue - qualified it as an Orthodox
congregation which promoted a
dissentingtheologicaloutlook.Amood,
not a movement.
Over a period of years, suburban
groups emerged which identified with
RabbiJacobs'teachingsbutwhichwere
remote from St Johns Wood. In order
to establish themselves as synagogues,
they needed to recruit members,
something which New London with its
largecoreofex-NewWestEndfounders
had never worried about. Since moods
and ideologies, particularly in
something as unfashionable as religion,
speak to very few people, a more
populist style was required. Thus the
transition from mood to movement was
set in train.
The first imperative for those who
sensed that it was time for New
London's outlook to crystallise into a
movement, was to find a name.
Although the label Masorti was
introduced a quarter century after the
Jacobs' affair, when it did emerge it was
presented as a synonym for the New
London's
non-fundamentalist,
traditional philosophy.
With hindsight, the label may have
been a mistake. Masorti had just been
adoptedbyAmericanoJz.ffl-immigrants
to Israel - as the name for the Israeli
branch of the Conservative Movement.
Louis Jacobs' non-fundamentalism,
which in itself was the continuation of
a long-standing English tradition
stretching back beyond Hertz and
Schechter, had much in common with
Conservative Judaism but it was not the
same thing. Conservative Judaism had
broken away from American Reform.
The New London Synagogue was a
disaffected wing of Orthodoxy. They
occupied the same ground but had been
subj ected to different influences.
American Conservatism is not
British Masorti. In fact British Masorti,
in its purest form, is little different from
modern Orthodoxy in terms of its
understanding of the development of
Judaism and similar to Liberal Judaism
in its view of revelation. But to
the untrained eye, some British
Masorti congregations are barely
distinguishable from Reform, albeit
with a traditional service.
Ideologically, there should be a
tremendous gulf between Reform and
Masorti. It has to do with fee/czfrfeczfe.

Masorti is committed to the principles

ofJewisblawand,althoughitsrabbinic
rulings sometines differ from those in
Orthodoxy, the decision-making
processislalgelythesame.Reform,on
the other hand, whilst more traditional
than in the past, is sceptical about the
halakhicprocess,focusingmoreonthe
ethicalJewishtraditionthanonthelegal
and using legal matedal differently.
Yetthereisanaw-kwardrelationship
between Masord and Refom, which
seems to suggest a prorimity of sorts
rather than an ideological gulf. This is
notnecessarflythecaswithcrmodoxy.
Relationships between the United
Synagogue and Masori are only now
beginning to improve, forty years after
the Jacobs affair. Both the United
Synagogue and RSGB are concerned
about losing members to Masord but it
isReforngnotOthodexy;whichposes
thebiggestthreattoMasori'scontinued
independence on the stage of British
Jewry.
The reason is simple. Masorti is
relatively new and very successful. It

has drawn new members ftom both the
left and the right. This has prompted
boththeUritedSynagogueandReform
tointroducenewinitiativesdesignedto
retain and recruit members. This is all
about marketing -the religious sector
isnotverydiffelen:tfromthehi8hstreet.
Synagogue groups need money and
money comes from membership.
Masorti's transition from mood to
movement had the potential to weaken
the revenue streams of the other
synagogal bodies. Their response was
to defend their market share.
The United Synagogue sought to
keep a reproachf[il distance from
Masorti, strengthening their own
community programmes whilst
dismissing the Masorti challenge as
illegitimate. This suited Masorti well.
MostUritedSynagoguemem.berswho
leave do so because of disiHusion, the
result of a specific incident or of a
feeling that the demands of Orthodoxy
are too great. A scomful United
Synagogue simply strengthened the
perception that Masorti congregations
were bastions of tolerance and
reasonableness. But influential voices
in Reform took a different view.
Focusing on the growtb in
egalitarianisminMasoricongregations
and on the return to traditionalism in
Reform, they saw much common
ground. British Reform can also claim
an
affinity
with
American
Conservatism. Since British Masorti
was now presenting itself as a full
partner in the world Conservative
Movement, what more natural
consequencethanamergerbetweenthe
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two groups? Of course, in reality it
wouldbeatakeover,notamerger.Wiser
heads in both Refomi and Masorti can
see the incompatibility and Masorti
remains sceptical, as befits a dissenting
movement.
Masorti's great strength lies in its
religious leadership. Rabbis Louis
Jacobs,JonathanWittenbergandChain
Weiner are, in rabbinic parlance, a fecff
7"esfe#/asfe, a threefold cord that cannot
easily be broken. But over-reliance on
strong leadership can be counterproductive. The rabbi becomes the
proxy for religious observance, the
congregation mere observers. This has

been the experience of American
Conservative Judaism. It is an
experience that Masorti needs to guard
against.

There is indeed much in Alnerican
Conservative Judaism that British
Masorti needs to guard against. Not
least that the world Conservative/
Masorti Movement is primarily
American in nature and fails to
understand the diverse needs of
congregationsbeyondtheUhitedStates.
Part of the dilemma for Masorti today
is to assert itself as a full, participating
partner in British Jewry whilst seeking
a more prominent role within an
international movement which is still
trying to understand those many Jews
who are not American. Outside North
America and Israel, Britain is home to
the largest Masorti community in the
world. But its view is rarely sought and
less frequently acted upon by the
international Mas orti Movement.
But the real issue in Masorti has
nothing to do with the other synagogue
groups,
or
with
American
Conservatism. It is much more an issue
of what Masorti in Britain is and what
it stands for. Small groups at the centre
ofaspectrumhaveadifficulttime.They
tend to embrace a wide coalition of
views, which dilutes their message and
inhibits passionate commitment. They
are vulnerable to attack fi.om extremists
on both wings, which tends to put them
indefensivemodewhentheyneedmost
to assert themselves. Since they are
small they do not have the resources to
do what they need in order to grow. Yet
if they are to be a movement and not a
mood, it can only be through growih
that they will be taken seriously.
To many of its older members,
Masorti is merely a reincarnation of the
pre-war United Synagogue. To others,
Masorti provides an opportunity to live
an observant Jewish life without
compromising the tolerance and
enlightened outlook of contemporary
western society. Some join Masorti
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because it is non-coercive, whilst
increasing nunibers j oin because their
friends are members.
But this is all too diffiise. Masorti

today may be a movement and not a
mood but movements have to be able to

British Masorti,
in its purest fiorm,
is little diffdrent

f rom modern
Orthodoxy in
terms Of its

understanding Of
the developmehi

Of Judaism and

sinilar to Liberal
Judaism in its
view Of

revelation. But to

the untrained
eye, some British

Masorti
congregations
are barely
distinguishable

f rom Ref arm
articulate their principles. Sadly, too few
Masorti members are able to explain
what their synagogue stands for, or what
makes it different from the local Refomi
or United s%w/a. This does not bode well

for continuing membership growlh.
One prominent Masorti leader told
me that the defining characteristic of his
congregation is that it is warm,
welcoming and friendly. Another
recently implied that each Masorti
congregation should be encouraged to
develop its own style. But this just will
not do. Any congregation, anywhere on
the Jewish spectrum, or off it for that
matter, can be warm and ffiendly. And
if every congregation can go its own
way, what is the commonality that binds
them together?
The irony is that Masorti need not
be seen as a loose coalition of diverse
congregations. It did start life as a mood.
Non-fundamentalist traditionalism still
underpins everything which happens in
authentic Masorti congregations. It is
just that rapid growth and a historic
shortage of religious leadership, which
is now being corrected, directed its
attention elsewhere. Masorti needs to rearticulate its message in a way which
resonates with our communicationsobsessed age. It is not easy to reduce
complexreligiousandethicalprinciples
to soundbites. But it has to be done, not
only to communicate with its
membership, but also to concentrate
minds and re-affirm what it is that
Masorti really stands for.
Ithasbeenarguedthatwhenmodem
Orthodoxy fully accepts the principles
of modern scholarship, when it is
prepared to use the evidence of science
and history to challenge traditional
conceptions of revelation, then
Masorti's work will be done. That may
be. It would certainly be rewarding to
feel that the religious world need not
always tend to greater fragmentation.
But this is notjust about belief. Politics
also plays a major role. The Orthodox
rejection ofMasorti has caused real hurt
to real people: halakhic Jews who
cannot be educated in Jewish schools,
bereaved families who have to listen to
a funeral oration by an embarrassed
stranger whilst the Masorti rabbi, who
was the deceased's spiritual guide, is
forced to remain silent. With
insensitivity on the right wing and
territorial ambitions on the left, there is
not only a place but a real need for a
central grouping that places the quest
for religious truth at the head of its
priorities. As long as it remembers that
attherootofeverygoodmovementlies
amoodandthateverygoodmoodisbest
proclaimed by a movement .
DR. HARRY FREEDMAN was' Cfez.e/
Executive of the Assembly of Masorti
Synagogues from 1994 unti.I July 2001. He is

now establishing the Centre for Communal
Leadership.
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ESSAY

GROWING
CONGREGATIONS
Barry Shrage
Tweive months ago, the British R.eform Moveneut launched its I,iving Judaism
Programme, a programme Of synagogue rene:wal c[nd transformedon. ha Jcunic[ry a key
leadership group went to Boston and New York to excanine similar progrc[rmes in the
United States. Amongst the people they met was Ba:rry Shrage, President ®rofessionel
head) Of Boston's Je:wish Federation. In the fotlowing essay, Shrage demonstrates how
the partnership between the Boston Federation and its synagogues has mc[ny
similarities to RSGB 's UJIA-supported I,iving Judaism Progranune.

he synagogue is the most critical
institution in Jewish life, with
even more potential for the
future but its success depends on its
ability to transform Jewish life and to
moveJudaismfromtheperipheryofour
lives to the core of our existence. For
this to happen the focus of synagogue
life must move from empty prayer to
meaningful learning, from sadness to
joy, from "membership" to real
community and from passive affiliation
to a passion for social justice and

T

meaing.
Theideaofcommunityisattheheart
of the Jewish enterprise and a clear
definitionofcommunitymusttherefore
be the starting point for a renaissance
of Jewish life for both federations and
congregations. According to Robert
BeAIalD. 3n Habits Of the Heart..

". . . a community is a group of

peoplewhoaresociallyinterdependent,
who participate together in discussion
and decision-making and who share
certain practices that both define the
community and are nurtured by it. Such
a community is not quickly formed. It
almost always has a history and so it is
also a comlnunity of memory.
". . . While the idea of community, if

linited to neighbors and friends, is an
inadequatebasisformeetingourcurrent
needs, we want to affirm community as
a cultural theme that calls us to wider

and wider circles of loyalty, ultimately
embracingthatuniversalcommunityof
all beings . . . "

colrmon values and a colrmon history
which, together, become the "memory"
of the community. Likewise, strong
values can only develop in the context
of a genuine community. Without a
powerful, meaningful and inspiring
vision of Jewish fife, our institutions and
communities
cannot
compete
successfullyfortheheartsandmindsof
those who can now choose to affiliate
with hundreds of exciting and engaging
alternatives available in the larger
community. We must know what we
stand for if we are to offer powerful
options.

As diverse as our community is, a
set of core beliefs and an action agenda
are emerging around which the vast
majority of Jews can agree. There is a
growing consensus on the importance
of developing a renaissance of Jewish
communityaroundthebasicvaluesand
principles of Torah - serious Jewish
leaning; feesec7, kindness, and caring for
Jews here, in Israel and throughout the
D±axpora. and tzedek - tilt:hun olam social justice and the possibility of a
rebuiltworldforourJewishpeopleand
for all humankind.
A community that has no cultural,
intellectual or spiritual memory has no
future. Our community has reached
broad agreement about the need to
vastly expand Jewish literacy and

Professor Amold Eisen translates
this idea of community into Jewish

leaning and facilitate a Jewish cultural

terrr\s in his L995 essa:y, Reimagining
Jewish Community in America errrd
suggeststhreestartingpointsorprimary

for formal and informal Jewish
education for people of all ages and
increased attention to emerging

building blocks for the definition and
construction of Jewish c ommunity.
- It must be local; face-to-face, as
near as the re'cz or neighbour whom
Leviticus 1 9 commands me to treat in a
mamer befitting love.

institutions of Jewisb culture. Small,
face-to-face communities, particularly
synagogues, already educate most of
our community's children. But they can
bemuchmore.Theycanbecome,inlsa
Aron's words, "congregations of
learners" and the central carrier of
culture and leaning for ourselves and
our children.
By surrounding ourselves with
learning, particularly sophisticated and
comprehensive adult education, we can
change the norms of Jewish life and the
attitudes we transmit to our children.
But the inverse is also true. The process
of learning together itself creates
community. For the Jewish people,
learning can be an intimate act of selfdiscovery that strengthens the ties that
bind us together. Our communities can
create opportunities for leamingjust as
leaming itself creates community. Most
importantly,theideasthatcantransform
our congregations into "communities of
leamers" already exist and we know
they work. All that is required are the
communal resources to transfonn these

- It must also be Je `oJc!m, etemal:

unbounded by time or space, grounded
in the unique Jewish situation that is
writ large in the world today as much
as ever and dedicated to a #.frike£73, repair,

that is commensurably all-embracing.
-Finally, on each of those levels, the
"words" we speak as Jews must

conform to the grammar of Jewish life,
underlying and flowing from the
conversation begun at Sinai. It must be
founded on the Torah, that is to say,
based on narrative or resulting in just
action. It must include both study and
deed - study as deed, deed as study;
both of them arising out of community,
constitutingcommunityandreinforcing
community. We will be a community
defined by our conversation and our
activities.
Strong communities are built on

renaissance through increased support

experiences from episodic experiences

schooleducationisthemostwidesprCad

into a standard pat of congregational
life.
The creation of "communities of
leaning" will require a change in our
communal culture. InAmerica, we have
built great and sophisticated public
school systems to transmit secular
leaning and the values of western
culture to each generation. Only if we
tndy believe in the importance of our
communal memory, our Jewish culture,
our Torah and its ability to give our lives
beautyandmeaning,canwetrulycreate
communities of Jewish leaning.
ExpandingJewishadulteducationis
keytotheoverallgoalofbuildingbroad
communal support for Jewish
education. Only a community filled
with adults who love Jewish leaning
and find meaning for their own lives in
Jewishlmowledgewillcreateuniversal
Jewish literacy for their children and
grandchildren. Only a community that
sees the literary beauty of the Bible as
clearly as it sees the beauty in
Shakespeare will raise a generation of
Jews who are Jewishly literate as well
as masters of western civilisation and
culture! h Boston, the federation will
pay half the cost of a full-time family
educatorforanyinterestedcongregation
- we are already in more than thirty
congregations -as well as half the cost

form of Jewish education in America.
The goal of educational and communal
policy must be the transformation of
congregational education through an
overall strategy designed to make each
congregation a total educational
environment - carefully orchestrating
theworkofhighlytrainedprofessionals
- rabbis, educators, family educators
and youth workers - programme
services, schools, youth movements,
movement camps, targeted intensive
adult education aimed at young
families and adult/family education

of A4le 'cz&, our "gold standard" adult

leaning experience which currently
reaches 700 adults a year in twenty
congregations.
Strengthening serious intensive and
comprehensive Jewish learning for
adults - rather than the episodic and
uncoordinated efforts that usually pass
for "adult education" - particularly in
congregations, must become a far
higher priority if we are to assure the
success of our Jewish renaissance. The
Wexner Heritage Program, A4le 'cz% and

the Melton Mini-School all provide
useful
models
for
serious

summer camping, powerful youth
groups and Israel experiences for teens

face-to-f;ace
commuhi,ties

through which we
care fior each other
- visiting the sick,
corrforting the
bereaved, aiding
those in need clearly represehis a
core agenda f;or

real communities of Torab® ZzecJefa and
hesed.

syna808ues sO that net+T incentives can

Jewish life.

another important opportunity for

the power and attractiveness of serious

intervention. Strategies that strengthen
and expand the youth work profession
in synagogues and youth movements
will be critical to success as will
strategies that integrate youth group,
camping and Israel experiences.
For example, intensive youth group
experiences expand the pool of
youngsterswillingtogotolsrael,while
an intensive trip to Israel brings
teenagers back far more committed to
the youth group experience and to.
reaching out to their friends to engage

energy and help the community move
towards serious Jewish cultural literacy.
By bringing an intensified I,I.I"7#c/d
experience into the congregation, we
also transform the leaning experience
intoatruecommunity-buildingprocess.
Congregation-based afternoon

education experiences exciting services,
excellent schools, intensive Jewish

be made available to encourage
congregations to pro``ide staff and
programmestowelcome,encotmterand
transformcongregantsanddevelopinto

I,I.7#7„z/d's success is an indicator of

programmecouldpickuponfz.7#77gc{d's

h essence, we are seeking to create
a new synagogue structure that makes
an intensive family integration/

The creation Of
compassionate,

Of special interest are strategies for
post Bar/Bat Mitzvah teens who are

among the fastest-growing cohorts of
American Jews. The teen years are also
the time when we lose far too many of
ouryoungstersandthereforerepresents

British Jewry. A synagogue-based,
communally supported intensive and
comprehensive Jewish learning

On.

a standard, automatic and integrated
part of our educational programmes,
just as the after-schcolfsunday school
experience is a standard, well-funded
andrequiredpartofcongregationallife.
The Commission on Jewisb Continuity
•in Boston has worked to transfoHn the
relationship between federations and

prograrmes.

comprehensive adult leaning of the
kind that must become normative for
more Jews in England and America.

adult leaning and its potential for

them as well. The more youngsters
participate in intensive Jewish summer
camping,themoreteenswillparticipate
in youth groxp experiences. The more
youth groups, the more teens go to
Israel; and the more teens go to Israel,
the stronger our youth groups and so

Thecreationofcompassionate,faceto-facecommunitiesthrouchwhichwe
care for each other - visiting the sick,
comforting the bereaved, aiding those
in need - clearly represents a core
agenda for Jewish life. A thoughtful
Harvard Business School case study
focuses on the success of the Willow
Creek Community Churcb outside
Chicago.TheChurchisnowamongthe
mostsuccessfulinthecountrybutatthe
start, it was failing. Market research
revealeditscorefaihneasacommunity.
Members felt uncared for and
unwelcome. They felt that the Cburch
wasmoreinterestedintheirmoneythan
in themselves as people. This may also
be true for most synagogues and
communal instfutions and it will only
get worse as the demand for resources
increases.

Change will require a radical new
focus on `twelcome" and "caring" as
core values of Jewish life. For this to
happen, the "normal . . . fresed
committees" of synagogue life will
require far more work, attention and
resources and a far greater emphasis on
volunteerism. The Willow Creek

Community

Church

had

7000

volunteers under the guidance of 100
professional staff to create a sense of

real caring and community for its
30,000 members. It did not happen by
accident and, while our synagogues
operate on a much smaller scale, the

developmentofcaringcommunitiesthat
welcome new members, care for the
sick, support the disabled, comfort the
bereaved and befiiend the lonely will
require a whole new professional and
volunteer structure. In Boston, Jewish
human service agencies have begun to
bring their services into congregations
and plans are being developed to fund
full-time volunteer coordinators for
congregations to test the applicability
of the Willow Creek model.
A Jewish community that focuses
solely on its own needs ignores its most
basic historical, biblical and prophetic
mandate. The pursuit of #.frfro7z oJcz772,

social action - the repair of the world
forourneighboursandforallhumanity
-is a third major strategic direction for
community-building. This value must
guide our work to actively involve
Jewishadults,collegestudentsandteeus
in advocacy and service projects that
engage them in building meaningful
partnershipsthatbridgethegapbetween
ourlargelysuburbanJewishcommunity
and city neighbourhood.s. This handson social justice work should be
grounded in a particularly Jewish
context but should be universally
applied to carrying out our sacred task
`of helping to make the world a better
place.hBosfon,theJewishCommunity
Relations Council has recruited
700 volunteers - most through
congregationally-basedoutreachefforts
- to tutor inner city youngsters on a
weeklybasisandbuildbridgestoimer
city churches. Plans are already being
developed to test full-time, federation
funded, social justice coordinators to
build this critical element of our
congregational and communal vision.
The Jewish concept of leaning,
caring and justice can only be
fully realised in the context of
strong, interdependent "face-to-face"
communities. Leaning, justice and
caringarethepointofJewishlife.They
are the seeds of Jewish community. At
the same time, Jewish communities are
the ground within which these seeds
must grow. Too often in the past,
strategies for Jewish education/
continuity have ignored the need for
community, while strategies for
community-building have failed to
understand that communities require
culture, meaning and purpose to
flourish. The need for a strategy that
supports both must be at the core of the
workofournewfederation-synagogue
relationship.
Federations have a central role to
play in communfty building but camot
reachouttoeverymemberoftheJewish

communityandcarmotbecomea"face-

to-face" community for any but a
minority of committed volunteers. For
therest,thetaskofbindingJewstoeach
other with caring, concern and love and
to systems of Jewish belief, Jewish

leaning, Jewish values and Jewish
social action belong to "gateway"
institutions primarily congregations.
The role of federation must therefore
be to strengthen and support
congregations; to link them to the
resources and staffing they require; to
encourage, develop and fund powerful
programmes that can truly transform
them into communities of Torah, Jzedefr
andhesed.

But how can we maintain "real"
Jewish communities in the face of the
breathtakin.g mobility of the 21st
century? Paradoxically, I believe that
this challenge actually represents our
greatest opportunity. How many of us
have experienced the beauty and the
sense of relief we feel when we find
Jewish life in a foreign country we are
visiting? Suddenly we are "at home".
In times of mobility, community
becomesthatmuchmoreimportantand
much more desperately sought after by
human beings who are, after all,
biologically designed for communal
existence. And so the existence of
strong, caring synagogues that will
welcome and care about us wherever we
move becomes that much more
inportantandthatmuchmoreattractive
for Jewish life in the 21 st century.
The Jewish community is far more
tightly connected than most of us
believe. The most alienated Jews are
probably not much more than two
degrees of separation from the most
affiliated. Moreover, these states are
highly dynamic as people move
betweenlevelsofconnectiondepending
on their place in the family life-cycle
andtheirrelatioushipswithinfluentials
andcongregationsthatconnectthemto
the Jewish community and who also
influence their attitudes.
The network concept and the close
connection between affiliated and
unaffiliated Jews it suggests challenges
the idea that the community consists of
disconnected concentric circles with
committed Jews at the core and
unaffiliated, "unreachable" Jews at the
periphery. This is the central insight
developed by Rabbi Hayim Herring in
his excellent paper, Netwo7'fr Jcfdoz.s7%..

A New Image fior Understanding the

Organization of American Jews,
prepared as part of a Wilstein hstitute
symposium on the network idea.
The Tipping Point, by Ma,1c;ch:rn

Gladwell, provides additional critical
insight into the networks that tie our
lives and our communities together.
Gladwellsuggestswaysinwhichbeliefs
within communities can be "tipped",
changing attitudes and reshaping social
reality structures. He describes three
"rules of epidemics": "the law of the
few; .... the stickiness factor"; and "the
power of context". He believes that by

understanding these factors we can
change the social reality in which we
live. h his words, "little things can
make a big difference".
"What in,ust underlie successful
social change in the end is a bedrock
beliof that change is possible, that
people can radically transifiorm their
behaviorcirbdiofinthef;aceoftherighi
hind Of impetus .... We are actually
powerfully infouenced by our
surroundings, our immediate cohiext,
and the persondities Of those around
us .... That's why social change is so

volatile and so often inexplicable
becouseitisthenatureOfal:1Ofustobe
volatile and inexpitcable.
"But if there is dif:faculty and

volatility in the world Of The Itipping

Point, there is a large measure of
hopefulness as well. Merely by
martipulatingthesizeofagroup,wecan
dranedcally improve its receptivity to
new ideas. By tinkering with a
presentation Of inf;ormc[tion, we can
sigvif ticantly improve its stickiness.
Sinply by finding and reaching those
few special people who hold so irmch
social pciwer, we can shape the course
Of social change. In the end, Itipping

Points are a realf:irmation of the
potendal for change and the power Of
intelligent action. Look at the world
around you. It may seem like an
innovable, inplacable place. It is not.
Witththeslighiestpush-injusttherighi
place it can be tipped."
And is not that exactly our
challenge? Somehow we are called
upon to join in a revolution that must
reshape the attitudes of a generation
hungry for meaning but not knowing
where to find it and searching for
community but not knowing quite how
tocreateit.Aspartofthislargerstruggle
we are testing the proposition that our
federation and congregational
movements have a role to play in this
great adventure. At the heart of
Gladwell's idea is "the law of the few".
He suggests that our society is tied
togetherbyrelativelyfew"comectors",
really key influentials who seem to
know everybody and who carry
messages and ideas across vast
distances with amazing speed and

accuracy. He also describes mczve#s,

who seem to ]mow everything and who
cany the content of these ideas, and
"salespeople", who close the sale and
drive the new ideas home. Federations
andcongregationscontrolvastfinancial
resources but they also influence even
more potent human resources. By
understanding these human resources

and the way they and communal
agencies and institutions connect, our

"community network", we can
strengthencommunallifeandhelpdrive
the revolution of Torch, £zedefr and
%eseduponwhichthefutureofJewish
communal life can be built.
Several years ago, the Boston
Hebrew College and CJP created the
remarkable adult education programme
we touched on earlier in this paper. It
wirsc,I+NLedMe'chCAHwidredHoursOf
Jewz.sir I,ec!r7cz.74g) modelled loosely on

the Wemer Heritage Program a3ible,
rabbinics, Jewish history and Jewish
philosophy - two years, 25 weeks per
year, two-and-a-half hours in the
classroom and two hours of homework
per week!). It started with 40
participants and grew to 800
participantsperyearwithinfouryears.
The programme developed without
much advertising or print media, no
electronicmediaandlimiteddirectmail.
Britwestartedtheprogrammeinitsfirst
yearsintwohighlyvisible,fast-growing
•young
affluent congregations and

targetedtotheextentpossibleyounger,
morevisiblecongregants.Itspreadfrom
congregation to congregation across
Greater Boston. The results were
extraordinary. The programme already
hasover1,000graduatesandthename,
A4:e '¢fe, is recognised across Jewish

Boston. More importantly, the "reality
structure" of Boston Jewry has begun
to tip with far more Jews believing in
the power of Jewish leaming to bring
meaningandintellectualsatisfactionto
ourlives.Of course,thiswouldnothave
happenediftheHebrewCollegehadnot
created an extraordinary product. But
the placement strategy within
congregations and "word-of-mouth"
contagionmustalsobecreditedwiththe
programme's success.
Synagogues and congregations are
themostwidespreadformofgrassroots
communal organisation available to
drerican Jews. All surveys, including
therecentandexcellentbookbySteven
M. Cohen and Arnold M. Elseri, Z7ie
Jew W7*fez.73, show that American Jews

continue to feel closer to their
congregationsthantoanyotherformof
Jewish organisational life and Jews of
all kinds - irmarried and intermarried

In Boston, the Commission on
Jewish Continuity, a partnership

- Reform, Conservative, Orthodox,
Reconstructionist and unaffiliated,
coutinuetofomsynagogueslargelyout
of their own volunteer energy, from
renewed urban communities to the
small synagogues that are forming
in developing suburbs. These
congregations must further develop
their community-building capacity
beforetheycanfulfilltheirpotentialas

between CJP and its agencies and the
congregational movements and their
synagogues, has produced exactly this
kind of revolution. It has created
programmes that are bringing vastly
increased family education, adult

lt a ti,me Of
forgctfiulness,we,re

College, JCRC and the Bureau of

Part Of the oldest
living cha;in Of

learring and literature
in the world, inheritors
Of an anctehi and
houhiingly beoutrf u:I
culture.
an important component of a Jewish
renaissance but many are showing
surprisingenergy;reflectingthepower
of volunteers who are hungry for real
community and spiritual meaning in
their lives.

Central to our strategy for Jewish
renaissance is a process of reinventing
andreenvisioningthecongregationand
the federation and their relationship to
meet rapidly changing needs. The
congregation of the 21st century, we
Have come to t)elieve, must be
transformed, as many already have,
fromahouseofprayerontheonehand,
and a school for children on the other to a total integrated educational
environmentthatbringsalltheelements

and arms of our movements and
federations together with one
overarching aim - the spiritual/
religious/ethicaltransformationofevery
Jewish family that passes through the
congregationalgateway.Thiscamotbe
accomplisheddoing"businessasusual"
at synagogues or at federations. For
congregations to become the source of
universal Jewish literacy for adults;
caringcormunitiesthatuseandengage
volunteer energy; and the critical
touchstone for the work of #.#ha72 oJcz7%

will require significant new financial
resources, far more and better trained
staff, energised volunteers and a true
partnershipwithfederations.Forthisto
happen, the vision and the structure of
each will need to change in
revolutionary ways.

leaning, youth work, teacher training,
Israel experiences, social action and
volunteerism to most congregations in
cooperation with Boston's Hebrew
JewishEducation.Ithasalsodeveloped
theJewishResourceNetworklnitiative

(JRNI) precisely to provide the
consultation and support that
congregations need to develop the
organisational structures required to
support this expanded mission and
vastlyincreasedprogrammingandstaft
Against all odds, the Jewish people
have carried a powerful message of
hopewithinastrongcommunalnetwork
forover2000years.Inatimethatlacks
visionandprophecyandthatyearnsfor
meaning, we are canying an ancient
faith in an ancient God so that our
children and grandchildren will have
spiritual options to fill their lives with
lightandjoy.
h a time of greed and selfishness,
we are part of an old - a very old traditionofcaringforstrangers,1oveof
the poor and oppressed and
responsibilityforwidowsandoxphans,
the elderly and handicapped.
hatimeofforgetfulness,wearepart
oftheoldestlivingchainofleamingand
hterature in the world, iineritors of an
ancientandhauntinglybeautifulculture.
In a time of anomie and loneliness,
we carry the secret of community
making and caring to provide our
children and grandchildren a sense of
community and t) elonging.
In a time of rootlessness and
alienationweareconnectingtoa3500year-oldhistoryandaninfinifefuture.
Federations and c ongregations have
apowerfulroletoplayinrenewingthis
message and strengthening and
reshapingourcommunalnetwork.If we
carryoutthisgreatworkwithspiritand
vision,wewillcreateatippingpointof
Jewish learning and community and
justice, we will succeed in our great
mission and future generations will
bless us for our work and our vision IBABE:X S:JmA!Crm is the Presidat Of the Combined Jewish Philaritiropies, Boston's Jewish
Federedon. He has worked in the Jewish com:
murrty fior over thirty y?ars and h.as writt.?n
extein;ely on his central passio.n, the. Tea;five
developwien± Of the Jewi:h people ang th.e congregcktionastheheartOfitscommunalexistenee.
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it not for this simple modem device.
One more story why North London
Progressive Synagogue is not like any
other.

Since coming as a rabbi to the inner
city, I have lost touch with wedding
receptions, synagogue socials and
bczrmz./zvczfe parties. But there are other

times of interest, many of them
unexpected.hlnnerLondonthestories
of those wbo come through the door
chillandstiltheheart-thewomanwho
worksatthehffildmaymissionwithAids
sufferers; those from tLe local gay
community, the sq(iafiers who seem to

be left over from the siries; those
searching for something in their lives
and those seeking to escape from
someone or something - the talented
who have never made it; those
strugglingi]ifetheirlkes;asmattering
ofinteuecttialsbutmainlyjustordinary
peopleinacommunityTchichhasnever
beenwelloff.Themostlmusualstories
come from those on the rtln from the
ultra-Orthodox, people whose lives in

different ways have become caught up
in that small and enclosed world and
need help and tmdsrstanding to escape
from it.
In our suburban coHHnunities, we are
usedtofindingfiiendsaftheaynagogue,

THE ONLY CAR

to meeting people, to inning them to
our homes, but this is not a social
community. kcapt for the dedicated

In MANNA 71 Rev. Dr Joha Pridmore
contributed a memorable article on his work as
parishprie5tin_t_h_f.Londg^nBoroughofFackpey.

andregularolderattendens,fewindeed
have been to each other Lomes. They
come not to meet their friends but to
pray,torehevethepainortheloneliness
of their lives, or escape from their
worries. Often our Embers are small.

RabbtDr-aMr%#oae£:£§`,e:t°%°;#ar:Soaubfiea?Cfn°N%rz#hfimoLero#§#

On yo772 Hasfaoofr there were five of us.
Wesatonthebz.rizafrinthedarisleading

and mouming and thiEling. We lit

Michael Hilton

A#o::c,::drget:e;a:c::o=4dF;h::R::
as they look round the large empty
spaces of the synagogue. They look up
to the lofty roof, three storeys high, the
spacious galleries, the choir loft. They
all crane their necks to read the
inscription high above the ark: "DO
JUSTLY LOVE MERCY WALK
IIUMBLY WITH TIIY GOD."
And then it is question time and
irmediatelytheirhandsshootup."Tell
me please rabbi, why is it that Jewish
men wear plastic bags over their hats
when it rains?" For this is Stamford Hill
and the Jews they notice are feczredz.773,

ultra-Orthodox Jews, whose fur
sfrez.7#e/s will spoil on a rainy day were

candles round the windows hich lap in
the gallery. It is very adroapheric bere
beneath the lofty roof in the crowded
city. Here we really can find apace in
every sense of the word. On Shabbat,
above the congregation of twenty
scattered among the pews soars the

sound of the choir, non-Irish, paid to
sing,toprovidealesonancewhichstirs
the heart.

Andeverydayadranaimfolds.The
streetoutsideisfullofcarswithforsale
signs in the window, or abandoned
vehicles,oftenblockingthesynagogue
driveways.OnMondaysandThursdays
homeless people are served free meals
here and sometimes they come to the
door at other tilnes, seeking help and
never leaving empty handed.
Surprises abound. The first one was
to find no burglar alarm. After my
elevenyearsinManchester,myregular
forays up to the synagogue after the
MANNA AUTUMN 2001

latest break in, I carmot believe this. Is
Hackney so law-abiding? Violence in
the area is plentiful but burglars - not
yet.
At the local Council of Christians
and Jews in the community centre next
to the spacious Victorian Catholic
church of St Ignatius, the local clergy
tell me their flocks, too, are well aware
of Jewish life but not of the Progressive
variety. They tell me there are real
friendships between neighbours in
Stamford Hill and the idea that the ultraOrthodox only talk to each other is not
true.
The troubles in Israel mount and my
4tzbbcz/cz£ Torah class, aged 14 and 15,

are worried about getting the bus to
school. It is a Jewish school and they
are in uniform. It is the same route and
the same area where a Jew has been
stabbed. "Everyone on that bus knows
we are Jewish" said one of them. What
can I say?
We have many funerals, on average
25 a year, a lot for a community with
500 adult members. Some of the East
End customs die hard. In spite of
Progressive practice, it is impossible to
prevent the families from handing over
cash, funds which I pass on to the
synagogue. And Jewish Mean Time is

taken seriously, even by grieving
families, and often I have to pacify an
anxious cemetery superintendent,
because the moumers have not arrived
on time.

Preparing

for
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our

eightieth

This is the place
the Jews passed

through, on their
way from the
East End to
Ill ;ord or
Southgate or
Golders Green.
From here they
started other
shuts in all these

places and in
Dublin too.

amiversary, I ring my old friend Rabbi
Douglas Chafing, who lives in Leeds
and whom I knew from my days in
Manchester. He came to North London
as a teenager, found his first taste of
Progressive Judaism and was entranced

- nowhere had he found such
prayerfulness, such melody. As a Leo
Baeck College student he conducted
thirty five weddings a year here. But no
more. The fectpp¢fe is rarely put up these
days. For people have moved on. This
is the place the Jews passed through, on
their way from the East End to Ilford or
Southgate or Golders Green. From here
they started other S%c//S in all these

places and in Dublin too.
Rabbi Brasch who served the
community from 1938-1948 has
recently published his memoirs. Few

now remember him but his story of how
he came as a nervous young man to stay
with Lily Montagu for his interview is
vivid. There were, he writes, several
othercandidates,EnglishandAmerican,
for the post of rabbi and each had to
give a model sermon. In the middle of
reading his account, I was pulled up
shortbyanunexpectedphrase.Ingiving
this sermon, he writes "my life
depended on it". Indeed it did - for the
post was to take him from Berlin to
London in 1938. Could I preach to save

my life?
Thursday comes and I join the dropin centre for their final meal. Volunteers
here serve meals twice a week for the
homeless and anyone who wants a free

meal but the group is about to move to
a new purpose-built home. I take my
food and sit down next to a talkative
elderly man. ``I'm just a go);I.sfee

schmoozer" he says in a broad Scottish
cohiinued on next page
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accent. It turns out he used to work at a
local furniture factory which is where
he picked up his Yiddish. He tells me
he was a storeman but the Jewish
workers were craftsmen. `Golden
hands' we used to call them.
"What above all makes Hackney so
special, as exhilarating as it is
exhausting, is that it is home to everyone
from everywhere." These are the words

of John Pridmore, Rector of Haclmey
writing in MANNA 71. It is even true
in the synagogue. We have Jews living
locally from all over the world. We have
asyluni seekers and those on short-stay
visas. And we have non-Jews too.
Caribbean Christians are at every
service and, occasionally, they fomi
more than half the congregation. I have
read that over half of those who attend
church in London are black. But in
synagogue?
How does the rabbi of North London
Progressive Synagogue in Stamford Hill
tap into the local Jewish community?
There are other pockets of ordinary
Jewish life. Israeli-run beigel shops are
all around. At the local Jewish Care Day
Centre we organise a special event for
members of our community. We are
short of young people but long on
history and with plenty of elderly.
Twenty people come along, some of
whom have not seen each other for
years. Many find it difficult to get to
the synagogue but Jewish Care can offer
them transport and a building adapted
for elderly and infirm people. Our
members are by no means the only ones
there - there are up to 100 a day. I drop
into a reminiscence group and hear tales
of East End politics. This is a
community deeply entwined with oral
history. Tales of the past are everywhere,
whispered in comers, blowing on the
wind. I am astonished to discover how
many of these respectable looking
elderly Jews had parents and
grandparents in the anarchist
movement. People say the Jewish East
End has gone but listen to the stories
and it all seems still here, all alive.
There is still an ordinary Jewish

primary school in the area, Simon
Marks
School,
and
Norwood
Ravenswood have a wonderfully
equipped local centre. They alone have
managed to bridge the great divide and
run play groups for everyone. We are
not alone here.
The synagogue is eighty years old
and we hold a packed anniversary
service. I quote the words of Millie
Miller,onceMayorofStokeNewington
and once Chairman of the Synagogue.
"Those who attend services regularly

here
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make

of the

services

unforgettable experience of abiding
faith." Thus it was and thus it is still
today. But there are fewer regulars now.

I;ales Of the past

are everyhere,
whispered in
corners , blowing
on the wind. I am
astonished to
discover how
many Of these
respectable
looJing elderly
Jews had

parehis and
grandparents in
the anarchist
movement.

People say the

Jewish East End
has gone but
listen to the
stories, and it all
seems still here,
all alive.

At ke.ddacsfe, crowds gather round the

exhibition on our history, looking for
themselves in old photos from the
fifties, sixties and seventies. Many of
them now are members of Barkingside,
one of our daughter congregations. And
even those still our members have
moved away. What does the future hold?
An evening meeting to discuss the
future of the congregation with the
honorary officers. The meetings are
good humoured but rarely seem to lead
anywhere. Tonight I am tired, so I leave
a little before the end, stepping into my
car to zoom home. Something felt
strange and then I realised:
For once in my life, I was the only

one there with a car .
RABBI DR. hflcHAEL HILTON, rczbbz. o/
Kol Chat Hatch End Jewish Community, served

North

London

Progressive

Synagogue,

Stconf ;ord Hill f rom 1998-2001.
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Glemp, the Primate of Poland, was
quoted in a recent article in the New
York Times, as acknowledging that it is
`indisputable' that Poles were
responsible for these atrocities. The
same article reported that the local
bishop, Stanislaw Stefanek of Lomza,
dismissed the accusations of Polish

involvement in these crimes as an
"American conspiracy to defame
Poles„.

This current controversy captures the
ambivalence of the Polish people in
coming to terms with their own antiSemitic past. We find the same
ambivalence towards Jews reflected
throughout Emma Klein's eminently
readable account of the Auschwitz
controversy that has marred JewishCatholic relations over the past fifteen
years. It is a sad tale of a failure to
communicate, deliberate provocation,
stubbormess,weakleadelship,behindthe-scenes dinlomaey and courage. Her
story of these events underscores the
fragilenatuleofinerfaithrelationships
and shows clearly flow much has yet to
be achieved in the budding of mutual

understanding, trust and respect
between Jews and Czithofics.
The book presents the conflicting

and incompatible clains of Polish
Catholics, who saw the establishment
of the Carmelite com'ent as a fitting
memorial or shrine for the Polish
victims of Nazism, and Jewish
communitiesthlouchouttheworldwho
lookeduponthepresenceoftheconvent
as an act of desecration. Thiouch her
extensiveuseofarchivemafedal,Emma
Klein takes us beyond the media
coverage of this sad dispute and
provides an insight into what was
happeningbehindthescenestoresolve
theproblem.Thebockraisesanumber
ofuncomfortablequestionswhichhave
not yet been fully addressed but which
need to be answered. If we try to

Oliver MCTernan
'I'he Battle for AuscJowitz: Cathotic-

Jewish Relations Under Strain by
Emma Klein, Vallentine Mitchell,
London and Portland, Oregon, 2001

the northeast of Poland, has a

TIIE TOWN
monument
OFcommemorating
RADZILOW,the
IN
massacre of several hundred Jewish
townspeople in 1941. The inscription
claims that the Fascists were
responsible. Today it is widely believed

that it was Poles and not the Nazis who
committed the hideous crime of burning
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alivetheirJewishneighbours.Asimilar
atrocitywaspexpetrated,againbyPoles
it is claimed, in the nearby town of
Jedwabne.
A team of historians from the
Institute of National Remembrance,
who were charged with getting to the
bottom of these terrible events in 1941,
are likely to make their findings public
before the sixtieth anniversary. It
remains to be seen what impact their
conclusions will have on Polish public
opinion, which at present is deeply
divided on the matter. Cardinal Jozef

circulnventtheseobviousquestions,the
risk is tbat this recent standoff at
Auschwitz will become a permanent
scar on the relationship between
Catholics and Jews.
I was surprised to read that it was
Cardinal Franciszek Macharski, the
Archbishop of Krakow, who asked the
local authorities to grant the Carmelite
nuns the ninety-nine year lease on the
building adjacent to the concentration
camp, which they used as a convent.
Twenty years previously the Second
Vatican Council published Nostra
Aetate which called upon Catholics to
growintheirunderstandingofJudaisin
and to develop better relationships with
the Jewish people. The question that
begs an answer is why, in the light of
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what the Council had to say, did neither
the nuns nor the cardinal consider it
necessarytoconsultwithJewishleaders
before proceeding with their plans to
establish the convent at Auschwitz?
Even if we were to excuse this
incredibly insensitive oversight on their
part, given that such inter faith
consultation was not the norm in
Communist-ruled Poland, it still does
notexplainwhythecardinaldidnottake
immediate steps to remedy their
mistake. He could have taken instant
action to ensure that the nuns moved
out. Such a response would have been
in keeping with traditional Catholic
moral teaching that obliges people to
refrain from actions that may in
themselves be morally neutral or even
desirable but could give urmecessary
scandal to others. Whatever good
intentions the nuns may have had when
they moved to Auschwitz, it soon
becameclearthattheirpresenceonthat
site was a cause of genuine scandal to
the worldwide Jewish community. That
fact alone should have been sufficient
reason for the nuns to move.
Whatpreventedthisfromhappening,
it seems at least from the archive
material, was a combination of the
ambivalence of the Polish Catholic
Church in its relationship with Jews and
the stubbornness of the Mother
Superior, Sister Teresa. These himan
factors meant that a misunderstanding
which should have been contained and
resolved at a local level was allowed to
grow to become what some fear is now
anintractableproblemforbothreligious
communities. The convent has moved
but the cross remains a feature on the
skyline of the Auschwitz death camp.
As long as it continues to do so, it is
bound for some Jews at least to call into
question the attitude and intentions of
the Catholic Church towards them. To
state the truism, actions speak louder
than words. The argument that to
remove the cross is equivalent to
renouncing the Christian faith is total
nonsense. Compassion and reapect for
people's beliefs and feelings are the tnre
halhaark o f Christianity.
Another uncomfortable question for
me as a Catholic is the ambivalence of
theVaticanthroughoutthiswholeaffiin
We are assured that the Pope himself
wanted the nuns to move. That being
so, why did he allow the Polish Church
Authorities to give them the cross which
had been used during his visit to his
bomeland, to be erected in the grounds
oftheconvent?Thewholeworldbythat
timewasawareoftheproblemthattheir
presence at Auschwitz had created. The
Vatican has never been shy about
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circumventingwhatisreferredtointhe
correspondence between Father Remi
Hoeckman, the Vatican representative
on the ICCJ, and Sir Sigmund Stemberg

has dealt with these two issues does

as `canonical procedures'. A most
recent example of this was the swift
removal of the Jesuit theologian, Father
Roger Haight, from his teaching post
at the Weston School of Theology in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. He was

as some Church officials would like us
to believe.

Whatever good
intentions the
nuns may have
had when they
moved to
Auschwitz, it soon

became clear that
their presence on
that site was a
cause Of genuine
scandal to the
worldwide Jewish
community. That

fact alone should
have been
surf f icient reason
f;or the rl:uns to
morye.
immediately sanctioned by the Vatican
for daring to write that God's way of
bringing non-Christians to heaven may
not be through Jesus but through their
own beliefs and practices. There were,
I am sure, numerous influences at work
that prevented such swift action in the
Auschwitz affair. Nonetheless, the
contrast in the way in which the Vatican

prompt the question whether or not an
improvement in Jewish-Catholic
relationships is given as high a priority

This book has much to teach about
correct and incorrect ways of
approaching conflict. The intrusive and
provocative actions of Rabbi Weiss and
his followers did not help to further
understanding and to resolve the
impasse. If anything I fear that their
misguided behaviour has made the
ongoing conflict over the cross more of
an identity than a faith issue. In sharp
contrast, the quiet risk-taking and
patient diplomacy of Sir Sigmund
Stemberg and others did help to resolve
the problem of the convent. Perhaps
even more important, it prepared the
way for a more meaningful level of
dialogue between Polish Catholics and
the international Jewish community.
What is often so lacking in interfaith
relationshipsandproblem-solvingisthe
acumen that businessmen and
entrepreneurs like `Siggy' Stemberg can
bring to it. Co-religionists and religious
partners in dialogue are too often
unnerved by their `unilateral initiatives'
because they call into question the
cautiousness that has become the norm
in such relationships.
TheBattleforAuschwitziss,aAI:ytdr:due
story of an avoidable conflict that has
put Catholic-Jewish relations under an
unnecessary strain and which has
implications that reach far furfuer than
the boundaries of Poland. It is a story
that underscores the need for more
courageous leadership, greater honesty
and generosity of spirit, sensitivity and
love between these two religious
communities. How the dead should best
be remembered remains a legitimate
concern for both faiths. The ,dilemma
of the cross, whether it stays or goes,
cannot be left unresolved. The fact that
its present position remains a stumbling
block, a scandal for Jews is, in my
opinion, sufficient reason to remove it.
The law of compassion and charity
should
supercede
all
other
considerations. As long as the present
strife continues, the only victors at
Auschwitz, I fear, are the perpetrators
of those heinous crimes against God and

humanity I
OLIVER MCTERNAN was ffee Cczffeo/I.c prz.esf
in charge Of St. Francis Of Assist in Notting Hill,

West London and afrequent contributor to Radio
4 ' s Thought for the Day. He is curendy a Fellow
at the Centre for Iutermational Affl[irs at Hc[rvard
Uiiversity. He has wide experience Of worling
with interfaith groups and with peace and human
rights groups in R:ussia and Eastern Europe.
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CHILDREN ARE NATURAL BELIEVERS
Linda Bayfield
Because Nothing Looks Like God
by Lawrence Kushner & Karen
Kushner, illustrated by Dawn W.
Maj ewski,
Jewish
Lights
Publications, Woodstock, VT, 2000
ISBN.1-58023-092-X hb $16.95

avoided even in the most
religious
of environments.
GOD IS
A SUBJECT
OFTEN
How often does one go to a conference
and leave realising that God did not get
a mention? Parents and teachers are
often reluctant to bring up the subject
with children. But children have no such
inhibitions. Some of the most rewarding
and memorable lessons I have given
centred around God. Children are eager
to share their ideas and their own
experiences of God which is often quite
humbling for the adult involved. It is
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also an opportunity for the teacher to
explainthathulnanbeingsaregivenfree
will and many choose to follow the evil
inclination rather than the good,
resulting in disaster for others.
Such lessons are refreshing for both
adults and children alike as no one has
definitive answers. The teacher or parent
can act as a guide giving children more
possibilities to consider and informing
them what Jewish tradition has to say.
Sometimes discussions will arise out
ofeventshappeninginthelifeofachild,
or in the news, such as illness, death or

birth. Or a child suddenly questions the
words of a prayer or the fact that he or
she did not receive the desired auswer.
Sometimes, a catalyst is needed to
instigate discussion. Becczz4se IVo£7!z.73g

foods I,z.fre God is perfect for such an
occasion.

Idecidedthebestwaytoreviewthis
book was to try it out on the children
forwhomitwaswhttenMyguineapigs
were 7-8 year old pupils at Akiva
School. Thanks to this book, we spent
a very special session together, with
every one of the twenty-two children
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totally absorbed.
The book falls into three sections
entitled "lh7here is God?" "17Vhat does
God look like?" and "How does God
makethingshappen?".Wereadthrough
the "Where is God?" section and I asked

the children what they thought the
statements such as "God is in the
beginning ....... In the first fun day of
vacation" and "God is in the end ........

And in your warm, tiny baby
blanket ........ And in the closing

moments of someone's life" meant. I
received the following responses:
Guy: God is everywhere.
Curtis: God is in all the things we
like.

Lucy: God is in the sad things as
well as the happy things.
We also had delightful anecdotes
about baby blankets to which most of
the children were still very attached.
"Where is God?" enabled me to ten

the children Rabbi Jeffiey Newman's
story from the RSGB A4lczchzor a.16)

about the man who wandered from
village to village looking for God. The
children were thoughtful and the story
elicited the following responses:
Zak:
Godneverdies.
Joe:
Everyone has one God
whichever religion they are.
Alan: God is always there.
The only thing which worried me
about the next section, "What does God
look like?", was the double page picture
of the sky and clouds introducing it, as
children always think that God is up in
the sky and that image was being
reinforced. But Emma said, "God is not
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onlyinpeoplebutinallcreation".Many
of the children agreed that God was
invisiblelikethewindbutyoucouldfeel
the effect of God like you can see the
leaves reacting to the wind and Joe said,
"People's souls are also invisible but

you know they are there".
This enabled me to talk about the
soul and how it made each one of them
special and different. They were very
amused when I reminded them how, two
years previously, when they were
singing "Rock my soul in the bosom of
Abraham", many of them thought we
were referring to the bottom of their
shoes. They felt very superior to their
younger selves.

Perhaps the most important
discussion resulted from the section
``How does God make things happen?"
Zoe said, "God makes bad things
happen as well as good". We discussed
how. As we thank God for the good in
our lives, what about the bad? We then
talked a lot about free will and how that
leads to a lot of bad things happening
because human beings are able to
choose to do wrong and this hurts
others. But David immediately
countered, "What about when people
die from illness or when there are
earthquakes and tornadoes?".
I pointed out that this was a question
not even the most learned rabbis could
answer and told them about Harold

Kusfrner's book, When Bad Things
Happen to Good People.The foHhorwh8
wise comments then ensued:
Alan: God doesn't choose what
we're going to do.
Emma: God makes you feel better
when someone dies -like your parents'
hugs and kisses make you feel loved,
safe and special.
Lily: If you've got a warm heart
God will be there.
Zak: Life can'tbe perfect.
This book is a perfect jumping off
point for discussion about God and
belief and also empowers children in its
ending to be partners with God, to
promote good in the world. The whole
class was unanimous in its praise of the
beautiful illustrations and I was relieved
that the text needed no alteration as it
was never patronising or too obviously
American.
For those nervous about opening
such a dialogue with children, a book
like this is a useful security blanket. But
I feel that it will quite quickly be put
aside. I was reminded that children are
natural believers. It is the task of parents
and teachers to nurture and encourage
faith, not to fill them with our questions
and hang-ups. It is certainly not to offer
them Go d-is-up-in-the-sky or fairies-atthe-bottom-of-the-garden images.
At best, they will need unleaming and
so often get discarded -but along with

God1
LINDA BAYFIELD, cr grczdw¢fe a/ Kj.ngr
College, London, is the recently retired I.ead
teacher Of Akiva School, the Progressive Jewish
Primary School in Finchley, I.ondon.
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MY TREASURE HUNT
Piet van Boxel

ago that the United Synagogue

IT Is
ABOuT
yEARs
decided
to sellTmEE
the frolaly
of their
Bet Din. Lack of Iesources to pay the
peusionsofthosewhohaddevotedtheir
working lives to the cause of AngloJewryapparentlypron]ptedthedecision
to dispose of this uniq[ie collection. Its
heartandsoulTrastheliblalyofthefirst
Chief Rabbi of England, Solomon
Hirschel (1762-1842). The collection
had been almost inaccessfole to the
public, rather neglected and illprotected, as a sad and urfortunate

incident had revealed
On November 28fr 2000 the first
300bookswereaucfronedinNewYork

by Daniel Kestenbarm, the most
spectacularlotbeingthefirsteditionof
the Babylorian Talmud (Venice 1523).

The manuscripts had been sold
previously. The auction iras a windfall
for the United Synagogne, the Jen/z.Sfe
Cfe7io7ez.c/eraported.Asecondalictionon

March 13tL, 2001, thongL less

sensational, raised another very
considerable stm throuch the sale of a
fiuther 250 books.
For about 150 years British Jewry

had been the custodian of this famous
library; even mentioned as such in the
Encyclopaedia Jedaica, 8, S21, which
was acquired by the Ijondon Bet haMidrash after the death of their first
Chief Rabbi. On October 6th,1845 the
Jewish Chronicle wrcite-. "TNe aLle

gratified to lean that this excellent

Abraham ben Meir de Balmes, Mikneh Awam - Peculium Abrae. First edition -Venice.. Daniel
Bomberg 1523, Hebrew grammer with Latin translation. The work was greatly used by Christian
Hebralsts at the time.
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library....[within]whichtherearemany
very rare and valuable books and
manuscriptscollectedbyourlateChief
Rabbi, his father and grandfather, has
been bought by the Committee..." It
speaks volumes that it was deemed
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Thalmut - Objectiones indicta
Thalmut Seductoris Judaeorum,
(Strassburg, Johan Priiss, 1488)
The f tnest printed anti-Tlalmudic tract.

necessary to sell this precious part of
British Jewry's religious cultural and
historical heritage. It speaks further

good knowledge of Jewish history,
pbilosophy, physics and geometry.
Apart from being versed in secular
matters, he showed openness towards
religious developments, as his
ffiendship with Moses Mendelssohn
proves. Like his father, he took part in
the Emden-Eybeschuetz controversy
siding with his matemal uncle Jacob
Emden in his fight against any fomi of
Sabbateanism. Dissatisfied among other
things with the state of Talmudic studies
in England, Levin left in 1764 for
Halberstadt, Germany. The story is told
that, when asked by one of his
congregants why he had decided to

come under the influence of his
scholarly world. But, contrary to his
brother, who broke away from the
Orthodox environment, Solomon
appears to have been rather traditional
and opposed the reforms that were
beginning to sprout in the Jewish
communities in England. He shipped
his ancestral library; the depository of
broad Talmudic and secular knowledge,
apparently as an indispensable aid for
his rabbinic duties, to London. We know
that Solomon made proper use of his
legacy by the numerous marginal
glosses which he made in the various

resign, he answered: `Because this is the
first question I have been asked in six
years.' After having served as a rabbi

lsseriein's Terumath ha-Deshen, a,
collection of respojesa of one of the
most important rabbinic authorities in

also known as the ffaA72a772 Zevi ( 1660-

and jzasfe yesfez.1;¢fe in Halberstadt, Levin

1718). Ashkenazi was a renowned
scholarandhalakhist,whoservedmany
communities in Europe. His chief work
is his collection of respo7!S¢
(Amsterdam 1712), which reflect his
rabbinic activities in many places such

was appointed rabbi of Mannheim in

Germany in the 15th century. When
asked for halakhic guidance by his

volumes that, apat from the sincere
indignation of the librarians of the
Hebraica libraries in this country, no
action by any other Jewish organisation
or by individuals was taken to prevent
this most precious library from being
dispersed and fragmented.
Solomon Hirschel was born in
London in 1762. His father Zevi Hirscb
Levin (1721 -1800) served as a rabbi at

theGreatandHambroSynagoguesfrom
1758 until 1764. Levin was the son of
Aryeh Loeb Loewenstamm (16901755), who served most of his life as a
rabbi in Amsterdam. His father-in-law
was Zevi Hirsch ben Jacob Ashkenazi,

as Altona, Hamburg, Amsterdam,
London and Lemberg [Lwow].
Questions were addressed to him from
all parts of Europe. Loewenstamm, who
accompanied his father-in-law to
Amsterdam, was certainly influenced
by Ashkenazi. His son Zevi Hirsch
Levin was a Talmudic scholar and had
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1770

and

in

1773

became

Oberlandesrabbiner - chief regional
rabbi - of Berlin.
His son Solomon Hirschel, after
havingbeenarabbiinPrenzlau,Prussia,
was appointed rabbi of the Great
Synagogue in London in 1802. His
rabbinic authority was acknowledged
by the communities throughout Great
Britain and he therefore came to be
regarded as the first Chief Rabbi of this
country. He and his brother Saul were
educated by their father and must have

collections of reLspo72scz such as Israel

congregants and the many members of
his former congregation in Prussia with
whom he was in a regular
correspondence, Hirschel pronounced
his rulings according to the authorities
of the past including his own father,
whose notes to halakhic works were at
his disposal. It may be that he did not
share the broader religious and secular
interests of his father but he did not
dispose of that part of the library that
reflects those interests. He kept the
cohiinued on next page
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historical research of 17th and |8tb

library together and cherished it as a
family treasure and as an indispensable
resource during his 40 years' service to
the British Jewish communities.
If it were only significant for

ys haas"t*

century European Jewry - not many
libraries reflecting European Jewish
history have survived the Nazi
catastrophe - and it contains
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and a contribution from the World
UnionforProgressiveJudaism,wehave
been able to rescue part of the library
andpreventitallfromdisappearinginto
private hands. At the two auctions in
NewYork1acquired90volumes,which
may be considered a representative
selection of the Chief Rabbi's library.
Among my acquisitions are respo7!scr
with the mar.;giv]1 notes of zevi Hirsch
Levin and Solomon Hirschel. There are
books that reflect the halakhic
discussions and controversies in which
the family was involved, books with a
personal touch like Judah Loeb
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material from the Hcz#cz77£ Zevi, and

books that milfor the wide range of
interests of the Hirsch family.
Leo Baeck College is now the
custodianofthiscollectionwiththetask
of making it accessible to all who are
genuinely interested in the history of
British Jewry and in their own Jewish
roots. It is most gratifying that three of
the books - two homiletical
commentaries on the Bible and a
commentary on the mshnah tractate
Avot - have been sponsored by 22
members of Finchley Progressive
Synagogue.Notoalydidtheyraisethe
money for tliis project but they also
organised three s7zz-z/rz-77z, in which

passages from these three books were
studied. Ifistory seems to be repeating
itselfinthismeritoriousappreciationof
the books. The statement in the Jen;z.sfe
Cfero7ez.cJe of October 1845 could be

appliedngain"Weaeglatifiedtoleam
that part of the exceuent library of the
firstchiefRabbiofELgLand....[within]

which there are many very rare and
valuable books has been brought back
toEnglandwherethislibrarybelongs."
The collection is on view on the
internet
www.1bc.ac.uk/library
(collections). Part of the acquisitions
will be put on display at Leo Baeck
Haggadah Shel
Pesah with
commentary
Ofsecond
Isaac_ Aprahane!.
-i;s-terdam:
Solomon
Proops,1712.
The
illustrated Amsterdan Haggadah.

sentimental reasons, one might question
whether this library really had to be
preserved. But there are other
considerations which should have
motivatedpeopletopreventthesale.As
the library of at least three generations
of rabbis, who were related to the
jJczfrfeczm Zevi and served prominent

Jewish communities throughout
Europe, this collection represents the
spiritualheritageofcenturiesofJewish
life. It is a monument of Jewish religion
and culture, an important source for

indispensable material for the study of
BritishJewryinthefirsthalfofthe19th
century. This library enshrines part of
the roots of British Jewry including
those of the Progressive Movements.
From it one can grasp how deeply
continental Jewry has influenced the
communities in this country.
Reflecting on these considerations,
the Leo Baeck College was motivated
to take action. With the help of funds
from the Judaica Conservancy
Foundation, generous private donations

College from 23-29 October 2001. For

details about the exhibition see
www.1bc.ac.uk/library
(news).
Synagoguescansignxpforgroupvisits
of the exhibition, which will include a
presentationbytbelibrarianandatour
through Leo Baeck College library.
For bookings of group visits
email: 1ibrary@1bc.ac.uk or phone
020 8349 56111
I)R.PIETW.VANBORELwas6om!.#fJo/Jcrnd
and edueand in Rome and Jemisalem. Previously
a lecturer in New Testc[mat and Rabbinics at
Utrecht Universtty, Holland, he is now the Senior
hibrarian Of I.co Baeck Couege, London.
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Ghetto Theatre by David Bomberg

in particular about two Jewish artists,
Morris Louis Q]om Morris Bemstein;
1912-1962) and Barnett Newman
(1905-1970).

There was some interest in the work
of Jewish artists in other quarterst and,
in particular, artists who created works
of art openly dealing with Jewish
subjects were discussed. Attempts were
also made to define distinctive qualities
that mark works by Jewish artists, with
the following put forward as possible
Jewish characteristics: an interest in
spiritual rather than material values;
using paint in an expressionist manner;
an inclination to use art for social
comment; choosing subject matter that
deals witL Luman suffering; a
nervousness aboLlt painting the female
nude; and an interest in abstraction.
Inthepastfewyearsthisinteresthas

grownandanunberofpublicationsby
Jewisharthistorianshavefocusedupon
subjects of Jewish interest. These
includetheportryalofJewsinwestein
artandHolocaustinagerybutalsohow
Jewishartistsofthemodernperiodmay
have expressed aapeets of the Jewish
experience in their work.2 The current
volume concentrates on this latter theme
and comprises 15 essays on a range of
subjects.
Chain Soutine €1894-1943) is an
artist whose work has long been of
fascination to those interested in the
conceptofexpressingJewishnessinart.
Although he never painted an overtly

A BRUSH WITH
JEWISH ARTISTS
Julia Weiner
Complex Identities, aids) Matthe:w Balgel
and Millie Heyd, Rutgers University Press, 2000.
ISBN 0-8135-2869-0. £41.50 hb., £23.95 pb.

collection of essays entitled
`Complex Identities: Jewish
IN TIIE
INTRODUCTION TO A
Consciousness and Modern Art' editors
Matthew Baigell and Milly Heyd note
a change in attitude amongst Jewish art
historians and critics. In the past, some
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Jewish writers on art tended to omit
Jewish references both about
themselves and their subjects, the best
example being leading American critic
Clement Greenberg who was
instrumental in drawing attention to
abstract expressionism and who wrote

Jewishstoject-thenearesthegotbeing
an early painting of a praying man both his subject matter and his style
have been seen to convey his Jewish
identity. Ifis portraits of young people
in which he foclises on the ageing
process, his still lifes which show a
fascination for death and decay and his
paintingsoftheFlenchlandscapewhich
appear to be cancht xp in some sort of
whirlwind, are all painted in nervous,
slashing strokes which have been seen
astheveryembodinentofJewishangst.
Commentators have also noted that
amongst his still 1ifes are paintings of
herringswhichwouldLavebeenastaple
dish of his childhood in the Lithuanian
shtetlofSmilovitchiwheregrowup,the
tenth of eleven children of a Jewish
mender of clothes. Another favoured
subject was poultry, which he painted
in various states - including flapping
its wings in a desperate attempt to
escape death. These may bave been
inspired by his childhood memories of
'the ritual of happcz7iof. Finally, it has

been suggested that his great paintings
of a side of beef, which is depicted
glistening with blood, may convey his
antipathy to the whole process of
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haLrA7"J.Nothingcanbefurtherfromthe

ideaofaquickpainlessdeaththanthese
paintings which revel in suffering and
gore.
In this collection of essays, Avigdor
Poseq instead concentrates on Soutine's

great love of Rembrandt and argues
persuasively that Soutine's copies of
Rembrandt's `Woman Bathing'
(National Gallery, London) transform
a highly sensual image of the Old
Master's mistress into a fantasy of a
chaste Jewish bride entering a mz.h;e%.
Poseq also discusses Soutine's attitude
towards the female nude, a subject he
onlypaintedonce.Asmentionedabove,
a suspicion of painting sensuous nudes
has been put forward as one of the
defining characteristics of Jewish art
and this certainly appears to have been
the case for Soutine, who shows the
woman awkward and ill at ease,
covering her nakedness nervously with
her hands. But the story behind the
engagement of the life model
immediatelyrefutesthesuggestionthat
all Jewish artists were uneasy about this
particular subject matter, since Soutine
was encouraged to paint the female
body by fellow Jewish artist Jules
Pascin, who repeatedly painted and

drew female nudes, many of which
border on the pornographic. Another of
Soutine's friends, the Italian-Jewish
artist Amedeo Modigliani, was also
noted for his sensuous treatment of this
subject which indicates how difficult it
is to try to define strictly `Jewish'
characteristics in art.
Another essay also examines the
workofaJewishartistwhoatfirstsight
doesnotseemtohavecreatedanyworks
of art of specifically `Jewish' interest.
In perhaps the most interesting chapter,
co-editor Milly Heyd re-examines the
life and work of avant-garde artist and
photographer Man Ray, who was born
Emmanuel Rodnitsky in philadelphia in
1890, the son of an immigrant tailor
from Kiev. In his autobiography and
other writings, Man Ray never
mentioned his background and even
went so far as to write the following
biographical notes for an exhibition
catalogue. `It is no longer known where
Man Ray was born.' Heyd notes that,
despite this attempt to forget his
background, `there are constant
references to tailoring in his works.
These include his famous `readymade' ,
Cczdeczc! (Gift) of 1920, an iron with a

row of nails punched into it which
would rip material rather than iron out
creases. Heyd views as an aggressive
gift to his finily, a symbol of the artist
tearing himself away from his
background. Elsewhere, photographs,
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collages, paintings and drawings all
feature tools of the tailoring trade
ranging from dummies, sewing
machines, needles and threads.
The editors highlight the roles played
bytheJewishMuseuminNewYorkand
the Center for Jewish Art in Jerusalem
in laying the groundwork for the type
ofresearchpublishedinthevolumeand
notes that it is the result of ajoint effort
between Israeli and American coeditors. Unsuxprisingly, these writers
have tended to select artists from their
own countries as their subjects - it is

Avigdor Poseq argues

persuasively that
Soutine's copies Of
Rembrcnd:I 's `Tmomcan

Bathing' predonal
Gallery, London)
transform a highly
sensual inage Of the
Old Master 's rhistress
into a fiantasy Of a

chaste Jewish bride
ehiering a mikveh.
much easier to find archive material
about artists in their country of origin andthismeansthatAnglo-Jewishartists
are rarely mentioned in the volume.
Indeed, Polish-born Alfred Wolmark
( 1877-1961 ) is the only one to make an

appearance and discussion of his great
painting `The Last Days of Rabbi Ben
Ezra' is limited to just one page of the
300-page book. In this volume, at least
this omission is understandable and
forgivable. Another recent publication,
Gabrielle Sed-Rajna's /ewz.sfe j4rf of
1997, includes a chapter on Jewish
artists since the eighteenth century
which does not so much as mention
Jewish artists who have worked in this
country, despite the fact that so many
have chosen to explore their Jewish
identity in their work.
I have written before in MANNA
about the fact that it was Simeon
Solomon (1840-1905), an artist who
flirted with Catholicism who, in the 19th

century, produced a number of works
of Jewish interest including numerous
works illustrating scenes from the
Hebrew Bible and a series of paintings
of synagogue scenes. hdeed, the Jen/I.sfe
Cfe7io7€z.cJe described him in 1862 as

`most successful as a delineator of

Jewish subjects'. In contrast, his

contemporary, Solomon J. Solomon,
RA,(1860-1927)whowasanobservant
Jew, rarely depicted overtly Jewish
subjects, the exceptions being a series
of illustrations for a short story by his
friend Israel Zangwill and a charming
work on paper showing tea in a ,r#fr#czfe.
Instead, Solomon J. Solomon was
best known for his portraits. He did

paintanumberofJewishsittersbutmay
have appealed to them so much because
of his ability to make them appear
completely English. One such portrait
was described in the Jeii/I.sfe Cfero77z.c/e

as being `a perfectly satisfying picture
of a benevolent English gentleman' . A
good example is the portrait of his
daughter Mary, aged 5, on her pony
Kettle in which, in her red hunting
jacket' and tricom hat, hunting horn in
hand, she looks every bit an aristocratic
lady in the style of Gainsborough.
In the twentieth century, a number
of artists from immigrant backgrounds
revealed complex identities in their
paintings. Early in his career David
Bomberg (1890-1957) found a number
of subjects to excite him in the East End
where be grew up, in particular the
audience at the Pavilion Theatre,
Whitechapel, where immigrants thirsty
for knowledge flocked to see plays by
Shakespeare, Gogol and others
translated into Yiddish. His painting of
the `Ghetto Theatre' shows men and
women in drab clothes completely
engrossed by the action on the stage.
In 1924, Bomberg was sent to
Palestine to record the work of the
Jewish pioneers and became completely
captivatedbythelandscape.Manyyears
later, he explained the fascination to a
friend as follows: `You must remember
I was a poor boy from the East End and
I had never seen the sunlight before.'
Dramatic landscapes became his
preferred subjects but, late in life, he
painted two self-portraits, one which he
called `Talmudist', the second `Hear 0
Israel'. These were painted at a time
when the artist was deeply troubled and,
in the latter, he shows himself with his
prayer shawl tightly around his head,
his face in shadow, clinging to the Torah
as he implores God to save hin. Some
relief seems to have been afforded to
him since the Torah is painted with
strokes of radiant golden paint,
suggesting that, at this time, Bomberg
was able to find solace in his
Jewishness.
His contemporary, Mark Gertler,
(1891-1939)dependedonhisexcellent

Yiddish to procure sitters for his early
paintings of rabbis and Jewish family
groups which include the famous `The
continued on next page
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Rabbi and his Grandchild'. In this
painting,nowinSouthamptonCityArt
Gallery, Gertler emphasises the
differentattitudesofthegenerationbom
inthiscountrypersonifiedbytheyoung
girlwithhercheapjewelleryandbright
red lipstick who turns away from her
Orthodox grandfather dressed in black
withhislongwhitebeard.Thoughlater
in life Gertler turned away from
obviously Jewish subject matter to
concentrate on still 1ifes, nudes and
landscapes, a recent study by Jacky
Klein3 has emphasised that his position
as an outsider in society may have led
to unease and tension in his work of the
period. Although not depicting Jews in
these works, he did paint other
outsiders, including a coster family in
the refined atmosphere of Hampstead
Heath and several gypsy models, works
that were accused of `vulgarity' and
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`gipsy (sz.c) gaudiness '.

There are numerous examples of
linglo-Jewisharistswhoseworkwould
benefit from in-depth study of the sort
found in this volume. Whilst art
historians in the United States and in
Israel lead the field in exploring the
complexidentitiesrevealedinthework
of Jewish artists, it is to be hoped that
future publications of this sort might
elicit contributions about some of the
drglo-Jewish artists I have mentioned

here .
J\n;:IA `WEn[E;R is Head Of Education at the
Courtauld Institute Gallery. She has been the

Dr Joseph Landsberger

¢rf cr!.fz.c /or ffee Jewish Chronicle s'!.#ce J993

and lectures regularly about Jewish artists and
aboutthelmageOftheJewinWestermArtatthe
London Jewish Cultural Centre.

Terry Turk has contributed seyeral arpeles i.o h{SrmA
abofut her f emily tree. Aided by apctzjng coincider::T,
she was ible t6 trace her family back to prerexpcksion
Spain
then
visit
theher
town_f
rom wl_tick
they+cq:I:.e.
•Herand
story
also
took
to Eastern
Ear_ope.
ha_this

I . Early publications that showed interest in the work
of Jewish artists include E. Roditi's contribution `The

Jewish Artists in the Modern World' found in `Jewish

latest pie;e of research, she takes_ us to _Pgsenpos:::n
once ;n Prussia, now in western Poland. ha afiev lines
about one of her more recent ancestors a_wpole era
and-mind-set are graphically evoked.

Alt: ch Illustrated History' edited by Cecil Roth 1971

and Avram Kampf's `Jewish Experience in the Art of
the Twentieth Century' 1984. See also Morica Bohm-

Duclien, .Jewish Art or Jewish Artists: a problem of
definition' in `Jewish Artists: The Ben Uri Collection.'

edited by Walter Schwab and Julia Weiner. London

Theresa Turk

1994

2. Recent publications of note on these subj ects include
Richard Cohen's `Jewish Icons - Art and Society in

Modern Europe', University of California Press 1998,
`The Jew in the Text' IThames and Hudson 1995), Ziva

3. `Mark Gertler, Bemard Meninsky and `the English

HE YEAR IS 1848, A MILEstone on the rock-strewn road to
liberty with the Chartists in
London, revolution on the streets of
Paris, Berlin and Vienna. In that year,
my kinsman Joseph Landsberger was
born in Posen (Fig 1), the key city of
GreatPoland,homesincethefourteenth

Temperament': Ethnicity and Identity, cl918-1930'

centny to Jews, who by the sixteenth

Amishai-Maisels' s .Depiction and hterpretation: The

Influence of the Holocaust on the Visual Arts'
Oergamon Press 1993). The Jewish Museum in New

York has also published a number of catalogues to
accompany exhibitions which are essential reading for
those iuterested in this field.

MA Dissertation at the Courtauld Institute of Art by
Jacky Klein
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century composed
population.

100/o

of the

In 1399, the Jewish community had
suffered much sa.vagery following a
blood libel. It was in England however,
that the first of such anti-Semitic
manifestatiouswasrecordedinEurope,
associated with Wilham of Norwich in
1144 and little St Hugh of Lincoln in
1255.

Despite a recurrent cycle of civic
deprivation and violence, there were
periods of comparative peaceful
MANNA AUTUMN 2001

existence and the community became a
pivotal centre of Judaic studies,

In 1736 another

blood libel
accusation took

surname derived from Calahorra, the
Spanish town from which the family
came - had a son, Elijah, rabbi in
Landsberg,whichnamehetook.Ifisson
was Joseph, whose son, Solomon, in
lnid-1ifechangedhisnametoPosnerand
from bin descend my great-grandfather
Jacob and father Max Posner.

degree of personal freedom. They were
too aware that pogroms and not urban
or commercial considerations, were
daily life events for their co-religionists
in eastern Europe and Russia.
In 1867 Joseph completed his basic

education at the Koenigliche Marien
Gymnasium in Posen. He passed out of

Arie Leib Kalifari d. 1736

place, this ti,me
involving my f toe
ti,mes great-

I

Elijah Landsberg 1 710-1803
I

Joseph Landsb,erg 1750-1825
ISolomonPosner 17I

80-1863
Jacob 1813-1897
ISolomon1864-

grandf aiher, Rabbi

Pose7c kehillah,

commundy, were
arrestedfiotlowing
the testinony Of a
Woman,
renowned for its "Sages of poland". In
1736 another blood libel accusation
took place, this time involving my five
times great-grandfather, Rabbi Arie
Leib Kalifari. He, the c7czrwl4r#, preacher,

and Jacob ben Pinchas, the treasurer of
the Posen frefez.//¢fe, community, were

arrested following the testimony of a
woman, interrogated under torture, who
alleged that the murder of a local child
was the work of the Jews, who would
use the blood in the production of
77zcz/zof for the forthcoming Passover.

Arie Leib died as a result of the torture
to which he was subjected.
During better times, his great-greatgrandson,DrJosephLandsbergerwasto
exemplify that specific German-Jewish
symbiosis,whichreacheditspeakduring
Joseph'slifetime,withitsapparentsocial
tolerance and its pervasive, subliminal
and periodically overt anti-Semitism.
Thefollowingbrieffamilytreeshows
®urrelationship.ArieLeibKalifin-the
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Joseph Landsb!rger 1 848-1933

I

Max 1905-1990

He, the darshan,

preacher, and Jacob
ben Pinchas, the
treasurer Of the

Elias 1820-1873

1928

Arie Leib Kalifdri.

Isaac Lands[erg d.1883

I

Theresa

From 1793 to 1807, Posen was

Prussian by conquest from Poland and
was returned to Prussia in 1 8 1 5 after the
Napoleonic Wars. The Jews had
suffered severe restrictions, not lifted
until 1847, despite an edict signed in
1833 by Friedrich Wilhelm Ill,
permitting. their naturalisation.
Considerable wealth was needed to
fulfilthenaturalisationrequirementsbut
already there was alienation from the
Polish Catholic section of the
population and the educated Jewish
classes identified with the culture of
their German rulers. The naturalisation
was in fact part of a planned move to
complete the Germanisation of the
region and inhibit the growlh of Polish
nationalism. This I ez.Z77co#/is illustrated

in a painting by Julius Knorr of 1838,
currently hanging in the Posen
Museum. It depicts the town square with
arangeofpromenadingPosennotablesbishops, officers, the city physician,
along with cheerful, healthy-looking
peasants and includes a group of three
Jews - the eminent head of the Posen
yesfez.1/czfe, Akiva Eger, accompanied by
two of his deycz7zz.in, both kinsmen of

mine and of Joseph, Moses Landsberg
on his right and Jacob Calvary, a
regional variant of Kalifari, on his left
(Fig 2).

In Posen there was at that time
ongoing internecine warfare between
conforming Jewish traditionalists and
the 773¢j'frz./z.772,

supporters

of the

Enlightenment. Although both groups
had their own specific and religious
precepts, they valued their shared
ethical heritage and recognised their

the University of Berlin Medical School
in 1872 and obtained his doctorate in
1873. As a senior student, during his
military service, he served as a surgeon
intheFranco-PrussianWar1870-1871,

where he demonstrated unquestioned
patriotism and dedication to duty. From
his experiences in the field, he produced
a, pro,ctica,1 priner The Handbook Of
Surgical Procedures in Wartime,
published in Tubingen in 1875. This

dealt with the reception of casualties,
their immediate medical and surgical
treatment, transport to base camps, pain
relief and antisepsis during surgery, the
latter procedure only newly developed,
which the German military authority
had been one of the first in Europe to
adopt. Joseph later expressed regret that
the full procedures developed by the
great English surgeon, Joseph. Lister,
werenotfreelyavailableduringthatwar.
The book was received well and was
awarded a prize by the Central
Comlnittee for the Care ofwounded and
Sick Soldiers. The title page is graced
with the words Wz.s,s`e# z.sf A4lczcfef -

Knowledge is Power - and is followed
by a dedication of the volume, with
humility and reverence, to Her Majesty
Augusta, the German Empress and
Queen of pmssia. His country's victory
was a source of pride to Joseph, which
fact was spoken of in the eulogy
delivered at his funeral in Berlin in 193 3 .

After the war, Joseph returned to
Posen where, despite his surgical talent,
he surprisingly entered the field of
public health. There is a likely
explanation. The surgeons guarded their
continued on next page
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publish articles on topics including
death rates, Poor Law administration
and nutrition. His acculturation
remainedprofoundbutassimilationwas
not his, or his co-religionists' aim. In
1909 he published in Breslau, now
Wroclaw, a well-documented account
of the life and death of Arie Leib
Kalifari, followed by others of specific
Po sen/Jewish intere st.
In 1922 came his last paper of a
personal nature,
from Berlin,
Erz.7z7ter#73ge73, Memories, in which he

FragmentOfPalntingPtyn:ck
Po:z:rJ:an:ski grown Square Of Poznan) ,
Julius Knorr 1838

specialty very jealously and it was rare
for other than baptised Jews to enter it.
Open to Jewish scientists and clinicians
were other, hitherto undeveloped fields
- pathology, especially bacteriology,
internal medicine, dermatology - the
last so popular with Jews that it was
called /c!de#%azf4 Jews' skin, to which
they made enormous contributions. The
Posen social structure did permit Joseph
to involve himself in public life and he
was a member of the town council and
finally its president. He served as
delegate to proceedings of the
OrganisationofprussianPhysiciansand
those of the Posen Medical Society and
published learned papers on community
health, statistics, hygiene, housing,
demography, diet, tuberculosis and, in
1916, an article on the management of
that condition in war-time. This time it
was the First World War, when he was
deeply grieved by the defeat of
Germany and with the economic and
cultural state of the country thereafter.
By 1905 Joseph's scientific writings
emanated from Charlottenburg, Berlin.
Some unspecified accident has been
mentioned connected with his move
there. But the likelihood is that, even
with his elevated social and medical
position,hehadjoinedthelargenumber
of Jews who, by the first years of the
twentieth century, were leaving the city
of Posen, now offering them fewer and
fewer opportunities. Many went to
Berlin and many to the USA. When,
after the First World War, Posen was
given to Poland and becalne Poznan,
most of the Jewish community left in
the city, including the remaining
Landsbergs and Calvarys, were unable
to come to terms with Polish rule and
removed themselves to Berlin.
From there Joseph continued to
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recalled with pride and pleasure the
advances in medicine he had witnessed
in his professional lifetime, during the
fabulous German scientific era of the
second half of the nineteenth century.
These were of the quality of the
discovery of x-rays by Roentgen; the
ophthalmoscope by Helmholtz - for
examining the interior of the eye, the
immunological advances of Ehrlich and
von Behring; the discovery of the
tubercle bacillus by Robert Koch.
Joseph, himself, had been on personal
temis with many of these luminaries of
medical history.

Erz.7z73er#Jcge# is scattered with Latin

tags, classical and poetic references reflecting the education and philosophy
of a whole, lost era. Joseph's sorrow at
his country's loss of military and
scientific prestige - until 1 9 14 German
had been the language of might and of
medical science - is the epitaph to that
era. His last years were blighted by ill
health. He became depressed, not only

with the death of his wife, Fanny
Freund, in 1931 -they had no children
- but also his realisation that the medical
and social worlds to which he had
contributed so much had vanished. He
died in Jamary 1933, fortunate perhaps
not to have lived to see the rise of
National Socialism and the final erosion
of the society in which, for all its
shortcomings, Le had found so much

fulfilment I
DR TRERESA TtBRK i-a ffee dcr"gfefer a/
Polish imirigrants Ticho sefiled in England. She
becarme a doctoT® first in filll-time general

practice and ihen in ps);chotherapy. She
contributes Tegillarly to MARINA and also
writespoems,aiuni.:beTofTwhichwerepublished

I.7z ffe Dybbuk Of Dch-_all

prevent war. Man:y other happenings

don't get featlired but it is not my
intention to provide an endless

i,

GOOD NEWS

IH EDITORIAL IN MANNA 72
took the gloomy view of the

Israeli situation, as does the
media with most news items. Indeed
`Good News' is not news for the media.

But there is one quarterly paper called
PoSz./z.ve Ivews that only prints what is
hopeful and positive. Their 28 pages
covered a wide area of world items from

foot & mouth, to wind farms and a new
car that is fuelled with compressed air.
One page on Israel looked at Neve
Shalom, the Women in Black from
Arab,
Jewish
and
Christian
communities, who have planted and are
nurturing the seeds of peace with their

peaceful protests, and a delightful poem
by Ada Aharoni entitled `The Bridge of
Peace,.

Our Yorkshire racial riots and the
Genoa attacks could show that Britain,
Europe and the world are moving into
intolerance and slaughter. However,
there is so much good happening that
never gets featured, ranging from care
of the elderly, concern for children, the
unemployed and the homeless, to aid
for undeveloped countries, a Nato or
European armed force that acts as a
police force to restore peace and/or

catalogtie ofpositi`re happenings.
Whatdoweleadoftheaidprovided
by Israel to neigifeouring Middle
Eastern countries? Ch ofthe fact that in
Israel there are Arfu members of the
Knesset and free Toing for Arabs. In
how many otherArab countries is there
ademocraticstrEctnethatpermitsthis?
The worry oi-er sethements on the
West Bank seems strange. Arabs live
contentedly in Israel. Surely it must be
sensible for a few JewisL settlements to
remain in Arab teHdrory.
The one factor that does not receive
sufficient comment, discussion and
attention is the refugsee camps. These
now have third generation residents.
They need closing as a matter of
urgency. The residents belong in
existing villages, new villages, or
neighbouring Arab countries. It is the
children from the refugee camps who
are being trained to be enthusiastic
suicide bombers.
The majority of the population of
Israel-JewandArab-yeamsforpeace
and are willing to make sacrifices to
achieve it. NeitherArab nor Jew should
be expected to surrender. Hold out the
hand and it will be grasped in
friendship. All is not lost. Let us take
holidays in Israel and Jordan and do our
little bit to encourage peace .
John M. Davis
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.CK STRAW, WHO SCUTTLED
om Home to Foreign Office this
`J summer, has been splashing around
in the same pool of illusions with Rabbi
Jeremy Rosen, who now runs the Yckar
educational centre in Hendon. Both
believe that the preservation of our
precious freedom demands that
merchants of race hate like the American
Louis Farakhan and crypto-Nazis from
central Europe be given platforms in this
country.
That is as noble as it is silly and
thoughtless. If our two wannabe
benefactors think we need to know more
oftheirmalignviews,theyaremistaken.
There is nothing new to be found out
chout them. And if they think the hate
merchants will listen to reason and
remonstrance,theyhavetheirheadsstuck
in the sands of cloud cuckoo land. And
theyshouldnotbetoosulprisedifinthat
undignified stance they attract the odd
Eck to their posterior.

J

i*

FIRST EXCITING MAILING
for this year's end-of-December
Limmud conference gives the
names of 26 speakers for the 4-1/2 day
get- together. And everyone is neatly
stripped of title and qualification.
Thatislaudablyegalitarian,butalittle
puzzling to the punter. Who is Yitz
GreenbergoftheCenterforLeamingand
Leadership, USA? Is he worth an hour of
anyone's time? Would he have anything
to do with the rabbi who has a bit of a
world reputation as a scholar and the
number one bridge builder between
Orthodoxy and Refom?
Is Robert Winston of Hammersmith
Hospital,UK,thetheatreporter,accident
and emergency intern, or the well known
amateur actor who appeared to such
acelain in Winbledon earlier this year?
Is Sybil Sheridan of Thames Valley
Synagogue, UK the chairlady, the
charlady or the choirlady? How is Sarah
Solomons of South Manchester, UK, to

hiow?
If any.oneweretoaskWillyWolffof
Henley-on-Thames, UK, to talk to a
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conference on chiropody, I fancy he
would accept. I know he will not mind

too much lecturing to an empty room he has been there before. But if by any
remote chance anyone knows who he is,
theywillflocktohearhim.Fortheywill
realise that any rabbi who has never
managed to last in any congregation for
much more than four years, knows all
about nimble feet.

i*

would like above all others as I

TIH ONE
LEAVING
prepare
to spendPRESENT
the next fewI
years serving congregations near the
Baltic is the abolition of second day
servicesonRoshHashanah.Ifancythey
creptbackintoBritishRefomiforsocial
rather than religious reasons. Our
membersneededsomewheretogowhile
all their friends and relatives were in
shool on the second moming.
Andthenthereisthethreehourlength
oftheservice-anotherbreachofclassic
reform principles. That can be cut down
to a more acceptable two to two-and-ahalf hours by cutting out the second
Torah reading. It is pointless after the
heavy meat of the binding of Isaac. And
nosemousdemandsharperscalpelsthan
those delivered on Rosh Hashanah. I had
to re-write mine this year at the last but
one minute to take account of the horror
of the World Trade Centre. To keep it
down to 15 minutes I threw out, while in
full flood, my favourite bit. Nobody
knew,nobodynoticedandnobodywept.
And the furtive tear of this rabbi over his
own infanticide was the only tear in the
world that evoked no sympathy.

#Ai:!v¥fg:oetF:¥:#:Sepf

all, King Saul did so successfully at
Endor, about half an hour's drive south
westofTiberias,whenhewantedaquick
word with the recently departed prophet
Samuel. But in the 3,000 years since the
rabbishavemadeitcleartheydonotwant
that to be treated as a precedent. So do I
nowhavetowaitmytumtogotothenext
world,asourtraditioncallsit,inthehope
that we shall meet again? Surely if I got
my just deserts the Archangel Michael
would instruct one of his bouncers on the
gatestodirectmetothosecheerlesszones
reservedforsirmers.Butshould1manage
to slip past them to get anywhere near
Cloud Nine, another problem keeps
naggingme.Ifwearetomeetagainthose
whom we have loved in this life, is the
price of that joy, the pain of bumping
again into those we bave not loved?

i*

two,thosetoldbyJewsandthosetold

IDIVIDE
JEWISH
INTO
with added
glee byJOKES
non-Jews.
And
these are tiresome because they are
always about money. Ronald Harwood born Horwitz - in his new play Mahler's
Conversiontwicetellsthejokeaboutthe
Jew who converted to Catholicism.
Money does figure in the punch line. But
what makes it so funny is the X-ray it
presents of the central European Jewish
psyche.
Thejokeisjustonesultanainthisrich
cake. The first act canters along with
brilliance. The second act about the
composer Gustav Mahler's women is less
thanrivetinguntilyoucometoadazzling
scene between Mahler and the
psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud. That will
forever be part of England's literary
heritage. To prove that we know Marma
is read beyond North West London I
would press anyone in Newcastle to fly
down by Go, or from Glasgow and

Manchester to surf the net for Virgin

the day. Waiting for me on the mat was a
letter from solicitors. Who is after me,
and what have I been up to now, I
wondered as I opened it gingerly.
Coming to me, it told me, was one of a
nunberoflegaciesleftbyafiiend.Iwas
deeply moved and profoundly grateful.
Andthen1begantowony.Howdo1now
thank her?
I can think of two ways. I can find a
medium and ask to be connected. After

Rail's latest bargain. I paid £30 just to
park,thoughltcokinaBarMitzvahparty
andsomeeadyeveningshoppingaswelI.
It was worth every penny - but still no

joke .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.s' 7#z.7#.sfer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He previously served both
hiberal and R!Ofbrm congregations in Brighton,
Reading,MIItonKeynesandNewcastleuponTyne.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and started
his full time rabbinate as an assistarti to Rchbi
HngoGrynattheWestLondonSynagogue.Hewas
a Flect Street journdist bofbre he became a rabbi.
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THE STEF]NBEF]G CENTF]E FOFI JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Road, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's F]eform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

AFIT COURSES
Ten week daytime courses with Zev Robinson
16th October - 18th December
Tuesdays 10.00am 12.30pm
and 1.30pm -4.30pm
WATEPICOLOUF] CLASS

Ten week evening course
with Linda Gevertz from
October 3rd - December 5th
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION

open until December 15th

"Some Of My Best Jokes Are Jewish"
An exhibition of Jewish cartoonists that takes a
look at Jewish family life, religion and work.

A lively programme of events and talks will
accompany the exhibition.

Telephone 020 83491143

COMMUNITY OF LEABNEBS PROGPIAMME

Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of
our time. The programme responds to a secular
Britain at the beginning of the 21 st Century,
using the expertise of rabbis and educators.
Accredited by the Leo Baeck College

Continuing from the end of October at
synagogues to be advised.
Telephone 020 8349 5628
Mondays 8pm - 10pm
JEWISH MUSEUM
FAMILYHISTOFtYWOF]KSHOP

Workshops arranged by the Jewish Genealogical
Society of Great Britain
This is an opportunity to find out how to research
your family's roots.

Sunday 25th November
Telephone 020 83491143

STEF`NBEPG CENTBE EXHIBITION

Barbara Jackson 5th September -9th November
Barbara Jackson will be exhib-rfu-ng
`The Dance of Life' a collect-I-on of

works on paper, complemented by a
selection of her etchings and aqiiatj.nts.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR

Autumn Semester 2001
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
16 October - 18 December 2001
THEMES FROM THE BOOK OF EXODUS
Study the Torah with the finest

teachers and students.
Telephone 020 8349 5600

